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Thesis Title
Diversity, drivers and dispersal of East Antarctic soil microbiota
Thesis Abstract
Microbes are the life support system of the biosphere. Their metabolic activities have been tightly linked to establishing and maintaining core ecosystem processes arou
nd the globe, including the polar deserts of terrestrial Antarctica. Shaped by the continent’s extreme abiotic constraints and physical isolation, core ecosystem processe
s such as primary production and geochemical cycling often involve unique taxa with novel functional traits thus emphasizing the high conservational value of endemic
microbiota. Up till now, microorganisms were rarely considered in Antarctic conservation frameworks despite growing concerns about complex environmental change an
d our anthropogenic footprint. Major gaps in biodiversity surveys and a general lack of understanding in the basic ecological concepts (niche and neutral) underlying the
assemblage of Antarctic soil microbial communities has led to their poor protection status and regional sampling bias. Systematic retrieval of baseline data across the co
ntinent is therefore much needed, especially in Eastern Antarctica.
In support of bridging this gap, we combined a comprehensive amplicon survey (>700 soil samples) with multivariate analyses and high-end modelling approaches to dis
cern biogeographic patterns of polar soil bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea throughout two coastal regions in Eastern Antarctica – the Windmill Islands and hyperarid
Vestfold Hills. This thesis entails three simple but important mission statements: (1) to unveil the diversity of East Antarctic soil microbiota using a multi-domain approach
; (2) to identify key edaphic drivers and threshold tipping points by advancing methods for quantifying multispecies responses to change along environmental gradients;
and (3) to explore the influence of wind-driven dispersal as a new initiative for monitoring ecosystem change using a combination of dust samples and particulate traject
ory modelling with historical climate data.
Soil biodiversity profiles and co-occurrence networks found bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea likely to be jointly responsible for molding the microbial backbone of An
tarctic polar desert ecosystems. Species co-existence is proposed to be linked to tradeoﬀs between niche (environmental filtering and competition) and neutral (dispersa
l, speciation and drift) processes. However, the scales weighing these processes are heavily tipped in favor of strong niche-partitioning, which is expected given the hars
h abiotic constraints. Bacteria (average Chao1 = 1427.57), the most strongly niche-driven (wPLN = 1.000, wNB = <0.001), were found to be inherently more diverse than
micro-eukarya (average Chao1 = 92.93) and archaea (average Chao1 = 45.60) in the same environments where they co-occurred. In comparison, neutrality played a larg
er role in the assemblage of micro-eukaryotic (wPLN = <0.001, wNB = 1.000) and archaeal (wPLN = 0.960, wNB = 0.040) communities – especially at the Vestfold Hills, wh
ich were identified as a potentially sensitive sink location for local windblown particles travelling westward from the Windmill Islands.
Employment of a modified Gradient Forest model enabled us to explore non-linear relationships between biodiversity (>17, 000 sequence variants) and the environment (
79 physiochemical variables), for the first time, on the hyperarid Vestfold Hills soil microbiome. Moisture availability was primarily responsible for shaping the regional mic
robiome. Highest rates of compositional turnover were observed for rarer lineages of bacteria and micro-eukarya within the 10 – 12 % moisture range. Often the most re
sponsive were taxa with phototrophic or nutrient-cycling capacities such as Cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta and Ochrophyta, which were detected in relatively high amounts
within soil at Old Wallow (OW) and Rookery Lake (RL). High dispersal propensity of Chlorophyta (>75 %), based on dust biodiversity profiles (n = 25), generated some ins
ight on the potential implications of wind-driven dispersal upon current ecosystem dynamics as Antarctica warms up.
In theory, habitat expansion for micro-algal blooms via aeolian processes may lead to increased phototrophic capacity thereby resulting in potential competition for domi
nance between primary production strategies across Eastern Antarctica. Cascading events from this hypothetical scenario would be especially pertinent if aeolian deposi
tion occurred within the vicinity of bird and seal colonies, like those found at OW and RL in the Vestfold Hills. When also taking into account the distinctive soil micro-euk
aryotic and bacterial components at these two East Antarctic sites, OW and RL were recommended as conservation targets for further sampling and protection.
Escalation of consequences from climate change and human activities are major threats to Antarctica’s unique biodiversity. In the coming century, strengthening of links
between science and governance will be key towards forming a solid basis for future conservation planning and management across Antarctica. Integration of microbial
data has been identified as crucial to this action. This thesis tackles one part of the equation by bringing attention to the vastly understudied coastal regions of Eastern A
ntarctica. More baseline surveys and research, however, are needed to capture the full scope of biodiversity oﬀered by the Antarctic soil microbiome. This enormous eﬀo
rt would require sustained funding, increased international cooperation and greater year-round access to all regions.
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ABSTRACT
Microbes are the life support system of the biosphere. Their metabolic activities have
been tightly linked to establishing and maintaining core ecosystem processes around the
globe, including the polar deserts of terrestrial Antarctica. Shaped by the continent’s extreme
abiotic constraints and physical isolation, core ecosystem processes such as primary
production and geochemical cycling often involve unique taxa with novel functional traits
thus emphasizing the high conservational value of endemic microbiota. Up till now,
microorganisms were rarely considered in Antarctic conservation frameworks despite
growing concerns about complex environmental change and our anthropogenic footprint.
Major gaps in biodiversity surveys and a general lack of understanding in the basic ecological
concepts (niche and neutral) underlying the assemblage of Antarctic soil microbial
communities has led to their poor protection status and regional sampling bias. Systematic
retrieval of baseline data across the continent is therefore much needed, especially in Eastern
Antarctica.
In support of bridging this gap, we combined a comprehensive amplicon survey
(>700 soil samples) with multivariate analyses and high-end modelling approaches to discern
biogeographic patterns of polar soil bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea throughout two
coastal regions in Eastern Antarctica – the Windmill Islands and hyperarid Vestfold Hills.
This thesis entails three simple but important mission statements: (1) to unveil the diversity
of East Antarctic soil microbiota using a multi-domain approach; (2) to identify key edaphic
drivers and threshold tipping points by advancing methods for quantifying multispecies
responses to change along environmental gradients; and (3) to explore the influence of winddriven dispersal as a new initiative for monitoring ecosystem change using a combination of
dust samples and particulate trajectory modelling with historical climate data.
xii

Soil biodiversity profiles and co-occurrence networks found bacteria, micro-eukarya
and archaea likely to be jointly responsible for molding the microbial backbone of Antarctic
polar desert ecosystems. Species co-existence is proposed to be linked to tradeoffs between
niche (environmental filtering and competition) and neutral (dispersal, speciation and drift)
processes. However, the scales weighing these processes are heavily tipped in favor of strong
niche-partitioning, which is expected given the harsh abiotic constraints. Bacteria (average
Chao1 = 1427.57), the most strongly niche-driven (wPLN = 1.000, wNB = <0.001), were
found to be inherently more diverse than micro-eukarya (average Chao1 = 92.93) and archaea
(average Chao1 = 45.60) in the same environments where they co-occurred. In comparison,
neutrality played a larger role in the assemblage of micro-eukaryotic (wPLN = <0.001, wNB
= 1.000) and archaeal (wPLN = 0.960, wNB = 0.040) communities – especially at the Vestfold
Hills, which were identified as a potentially sensitive sink location for local windblown
particles travelling westward from the Windmill Islands.
Employment of a modified Gradient Forest model enabled us to explore non-linear
relationships between biodiversity (>17, 000 sequence variants) and the environment (79
physiochemical variables), for the first time, on the hyperarid Vestfold Hills soil microbiome.
Moisture availability was primarily responsible for shaping the regional microbiome. Highest
rates of compositional turnover were observed for rarer lineages of bacteria and microeukarya within the 10 – 12 % moisture range. Often the most responsive were taxa with
phototrophic or nutrient-cycling capacities such as Cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta and
Ochrophyta, which were detected in relatively high amounts within soil at Old Wallow (OW)
and Rookery Lake (RL). High dispersal propensity of Chlorophyta (>75 %), based on dust
biodiversity profiles (n = 25), generated some insight on the potential implications of winddriven dispersal upon current ecosystem dynamics as Antarctica warms up.

xiii

In theory, habitat expansion for micro-algal blooms via aeolian processes may lead
to increased phototrophic capacity thereby resulting in potential competition for dominance
between primary production strategies across Eastern Antarctica. Cascading events from this
hypothetical scenario would be especially pertinent if aeolian deposition occurred within the
vicinity of bird and seal colonies, like those found at OW and RL in the Vestfold Hills. When
also taking into account the distinctive soil micro-eukaryotic and bacterial components at
these two East Antarctic sites, OW and RL were recommended as conservation targets for
further sampling and protection.
Escalation of consequences from climate change and human activities are major
threats to Antarctica’s unique biodiversity. In the coming century, strengthening of links
between science and governance will be key towards forming a solid basis for future
conservation planning and management across Antarctica. Integration of microbial data has
been identified as crucial to this action. This thesis tackles one part of the equation by
bringing attention to the vastly understudied coastal regions of Eastern Antarctica. More
baseline surveys and research, however, are needed to capture the full scope of biodiversity
offered by the Antarctic soil microbiome. This enormous effort would require sustained
funding, increased international cooperation and greater year-round access to all regions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

Antarctic science is globally important and there is still much to learn
One of Earth’s last remaining patches of wilderness, the frigid continent of Antarctica

and its surrounding oceans provides important natural laboratories that deepen our
understanding of global ecosystems in the past, present and future (Gould, 1971; Kennicutt
II & Chown, 2014). Antarctica’s hostile and windswept landscapes are home to some of the
oldest, coldest and most oligotrophic soils on the planet (Selby, 1989; Convey & Peck, 2019).
Permanently ice-free regions occur in isolated pockets, covering <1 % of the continental
landmass, and manifest in various forms such as nunatuks, valleys, islands and coastal oases
(De Blij, 1978; Lee et al., 2017; Figure 1.1). These diverse edaphic habitats contain almost
all of the continent’s biodiversity, which fundamentally consist of soil microbiota
(Bockheim, 2015). However, current gaps in microbial biodiversity surveys limit our
understanding of Antarctic species diversities and distributions, especially within an intracontinental and global context (Cameron et al., 2018).

Figure 1.1 | Ice-free areas within Antarctica’s bioregions. Image adapted from Figure 3
in Lee et al. (2017). Differences amongst terrestrial fauna led to the delineation of 16
biologically distinct regions as part of the Antarctic conservation framework but now there is
increasing recognition on the need to include microbial data.

Compounded by the omnipresent effects of climate change, growing concerns about
potential biodiversity loss has only intensified the need to better understand microbial
community structure and function in high-latitude soils (Cavicchioli et al., 2019). Warming
leads to the expansion of new ice-free areas (up to 2100 – 17267 km2), thereby increasing
geological and microbial connectivity, which will inevitably disrupt current ecosystem
dynamics (Lee et al., 2017). Disturbance may consequently favour colonisation by alien
species from lower latitudes, as seen throughout the High Arctic and Antarctic Peninsula
(Amesbury et al., 2017; Chown et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2017; Royles et al., 2013). Despite
the high intrinsic worth of endemic microbiota, their protection remains poor and regionally
uneven (Wauchope, Shaw and Terauds, 2019). However, the ongoing quest for more baseline
data is often met with logistical challenges that are commonly associated with polar research,
namely budget-sensitive programmes and limited access to study locations resulting in
sampling bias (Kennicutt II & Chown, 2014). As such, there is a need for systematic and
targeted retrieval of samples across the entire continent, especially in vastly underrepresented
regions like Eastern Antarctica. This enormous effort would require sustained funding,
increased international cooperation and greater year-round access to all regions.

1.2

The multi-dimensional polar desert soil niche
Microbial dynamics in soil are remarkably complex, often non-linear and partially

unpredictable (Fierer, 2017). Understanding the mechanisms behind species abundance and
distribution therefore remains an ongoing puzzle for microbial ecologists (Bissett et al., 2010;
Kennicutt II & Chown, 2014). One of the cornerstones of ecology is the concept of a niche
(Hutchinson, 1957). It describes the density of a given species at a certain locality being
selected by deterministic factors (abiotic and biotic), such as environmental filtering and
competition, under the premise that species are not all ecologically equivalent (Vellend,
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2010). Abiotic selection is a well-established force in shaping microbial community
assemblage, especially for bacteria, with some notable examples being pH, salinity and
carbon availability (Nemergut et al., 2013). In contrast, much less is known about how biotic
interactions (e.g., commensalism, mutualism and parasitism) upscale to shape entire
microbial communities. This worldview was challenged by Hubbell’s neutral theory of
biodiversity, which assumes that species are all ecologically equivalent (Hubbell, 2001). He
proposed that community structural changes arise purely from stochastic or neutral processes
such as dispersal, speciation and drift (Nemergut et al., 2013). Microbial dispersal is typically
a passive process, which is often considered to be stochastic but taxa can vary in dispersal
ability (e.g., spore formation and dormancy mechanisms). As is the case with dispersal, little
is known about the spatial and temporal dynamics of speciation and drift, which result in the
generation of new genetic variation or stochastic changes in the relative abundance of
different taxa within a community.
Akin to macroorganisms, a fine balance between niche and neutral processes is likely
responsible for structuring natural microbial communities over various spatial and temporal
scales (Dumbrell et al., 2010; Scheffer, van Nes and Vergnon 2018; Figure 1.2). Better
understanding of these basic ecological concepts by researchers and policy makers is key to
sound conservation planning and management for ecosystems globally. Yet our ability to
unravel these processes in cold regions has been limited by the small number and depth of
existing studies (Cowan et al., 2015).
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Figure 1.2 | Conceptual model linking primary and secondary succession to the nicheneutral balance. Image taken from Figure 4 in Dini-Andreote et al. (2014). In the early
stages of succession there is likely a tradeoff between stochastic and deterministic (variable
selection “VS” and homogeneous selection “HS”) processes in determining the structure of
communities. Incorporating elements of both niche and neutral theories will give rise to refined
models and improve our ability to understand their relative importance in driving the
composition and structure of microbial communities around the globe.

1.3

More than meets the eye: Antarctic soil microbial biodiversity is far more
diverse and structured than previously recognized
A strong gradient of soil formation is observed across terrestrial Antarctica, from its

continental interior towards the coast, with resident microbiota playing key roles in its
evolution and sustainability (Cary et al., 2010; Convey et al., 2014; Cowan et al., 2014;
Makhalanyane, van Goethem and Cowan, 2016; Pointing et al., 2009). Soil properties may
co-vary with local lithology, pedology, legacies and aspect – leading to a myriad of edaphic
niches comprising different soil types (Barrett et al., 2006; Bockheim et al., 2015; Chong et
al., 2012; Figure 1.3). Based on micro-climate and moisture availability, three major soil
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zones have been identified: (1) cold desert (e.g., McMurdo Dry Valleys “MDV” and
Transantarctic Mountains “TAM”), (2) polar desert (e.g., coastal continental Antarctica) and
(3) tundra (e.g., West Antarctic Peninsula “WAP”) (Convey et al., 2014). Strong localization
of diversity, for both macro- and microorganisms, are also evident between these zones –
especially between the WAP and remainder of the continent (Chong, Pearce and Convey,
2015).

Figure 1.3 | Schematic of different Antarctic desert soil profiles modelled from the Dry
Valley ecosystem. Image taken from Figure 2 of Cary et al. (2010). Soil types vary between
different biogeographic zones of terrestrial Antarctica and the development of their associated
microbial communities is regulated by a host of physiochemical factors. It therefore stands to
reason that different soil types also likely support different microbiomes.

Only since the advent of culture-independent approaches, such as metagenomics and
high-throughput sequencing (HTS), has the true complexity of Antarctic soil microbiology
become apparent (Chong, Pearce and Convey 2015; Chown et al., 2015; Cowan, 2014;
Makhalanyane, van Goethem and Cowan, 2016; Siciliano et al., 2014). In contrary to old
beliefs that Earth’s southernmost continent is sterile, most Antarctic soils harbour
surprisingly diverse microbial communities despite the harsh abiotic conditions (Lambrechts,
Willems and Tahon, 2019). These communities also appear to be structured similarly, at least
on the phylum level, to other arid soil environments around the globe (Cary et al., 2010;
Figure 1.4). However, taxa are present in markedly lower abundances than their tropical and
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temperate counterparts. For example, soils from the MDV on average contain 3-fold fewer
bacterial phylotypes (Fierer et al., 2012). Even in comparison to other cold desert biomes,
like the High Arctic, bacterial richness was reported up to 17-fold lower in some East
Antarctic soils (Ji et al., 2017; Ferrari et al., 2015).
Antarctic soil biodiversity profiles are often dominated by psychrophilic/tolerant
representatives of the physiologically diverse Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria amongst
other bacterial phyla such as Acidobacteria, Gemmatimonadetes and Bacteroidetes (Aislabie,
Jordan and Barker, 2008; Cary et al., 2010; Cowan et al., 2014; Ferrari et al., 2015; Ji et al.,
2016). It is important to note, however, that most available studies have focused on the MDV
and WAP – two biologically and environmentally distinct regions (Cary et al., 2010). The
Peninsula is warmer, wetter, has greater maritime influence and is characterized by frequent
plant colonization (Ducklow et al., 2006). Its soils are dominated by Proteobacteria and
Acidobacteria, while Dry Valley soils are dominated by Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria and
Bacteroidetes (Cary et al., 2010). Mineral soils occupy much of the ice-free area in the MDV,
and aside from lakes and streams, resident biological communities are placed under extreme
energy, water (<2 % moisture content; Cary et al., 2010) and nutrient (<1 mg/g of soil organic
carbon; Niederberger et al., 2015) constraints. A large number of studies have been
conducted in the region focusing on soil microbial diversity (e.g., DNA and RNA markers),
activity assays (e.g., radio-labelling and CO2 efflux) and metagenomic approaches to develop
better isolation strategies for the uncultured majority (Cary et al., 2010). Meanwhile soil
microbial studies on coastal regions of East Antarctica are severely lacking, thereby making
conservation efforts and future predictions difficult (Hughes et al., 2015 and 2018).
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Figure 1.4 | Phylogenetic diversity of bacteria in different surface soil environments.
Image taken from Figure 1 of Cary et al. (2010) where A: Alphaproteobacteria, B:
Betaproteobacteria, C: Gammaproteobacteria, D: Deltaproteobacteria, E: Acidobacteria, F:
OP10, G: Chloroflexi, H: Gemmatimonas, I: Actinobacteria, J: Verrucomicrobia, K:
Planctomycetes, L: Bacteroidetes, M: Deinococcus-Thermus, O: TM7, P: Cyanobacteria,
Q: Fusobacteria, R: Firmicutes, S: Epsilonproteobacteria, T: WS3, X: Unknown Isolates.
Different biomes typically harbor distinct assemblages of microbial taxa, with greatest
variability observed between desert and non-desert biomes. For cold and hot deserts, soil
bacterial phyla remain consistent across the board, which include a dominance of
Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes.
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1.4

Microbial inclusivity: Greater representation for the phylogenetic minority
Few micro-eukaryote and archaeal-specific reports have been made on Antarctic

soils, and so their ecological roles largely remain elusive (Bates et al., 2011; Pointing et al.,
2009; Rao et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2014). Available studies on soil report significantly
lower fungal and archaeal diversities compared to their bacterial counterparts (Aller and
Kemp 2008; Barberán et al., 2014; Cowan et al., 2014; Ferrari et al., 2016). We hypothesize
that these disparities are likely due to different ecological roles rather than a diminished one
in the general soil environment. Archaea, more specifically Thaumarchaeota (now
Thermoproteota; Rinke et al., 2020), have been implicated in soil carbon and nitrogen cycles
(Bates et al., 2011; Frölich-Nowoisky et al., 2014). Likewise, micro-eukaryotes have also
been linked to various biogeochemical cycles and bacterial-fungal interactions, ranging from
mutualism to antagonism, and are likely significant contributors to ecosystem functioning
and health (Deveau et al., 2018; Newsham et al., 2018). Further exploration through more
taxon inclusive surveys will shed more insight on how diverse members, from all three
microbial domains, structure Antarctic soil ecology.
1.5

Filtering out the competition: Steep physiochemical gradients exert a strong
influence on Antarctic species abundances and distributions
The capacity of microorganisms to access and utilize resources, as well as tolerate

different levels of stress, contributes significantly to the structuring of communities in any
environment (Fierer, 2017). However, unlike many other continents of the world, where
plants are well established and predation or competition have more substantive impacts,
abiotic factors are the key drivers of Antarctic microbial biogeography (Bahram et al., 2018;
Barrett et al., 2006; Chong et al., 2012; Siciliano et al., 2014; Figure 1.5). As a result,
Antarctic soil microbiomes are often locally adapted (Fraser et al., 2018; Herbold et al., 2014;
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Vyverman et al., 2010). Soil microbial occupants have also been widely recognised as
frontline responders to climate change, making them important as indicators for ecological
shifts (Cavicchioli et al., 2019). Yet, they are rarely the focus of climate change studies nor
considered in policy development. Further lacking are studies moving beyond descriptive
reports as documentation of current patterns only represent one snapshot of a continuously
changing Earth (Maguire et al., 2013). As such, there is a need to integrate microbial data
with predictive climate change modelling, especially over larger spatial and temporal scales
(Otwell et al., 2018).

Figure 1.5 | Schematic comparing the basic abiotic and biotic components within an
ecosystem. In comparison to tropical and temperate regions, Antarctic terrestrial ecosystems
tend to have an overall simpler trophic structure, most notably the lack of vascular plants across
most of its bioregions, making it a useful model to investigate relationships between microbial
biodiversity and ecosystem function.

Drawing upon available studies, mainly targeted at bacteria and fungi, key edaphic
drivers for patterns of Antarctic soil microbial communities largely vary within and between
the identified bioregions (Lee et al., 2017). These discrepancies typically reflected local
differences in micro-climate and soil chemistry (Aislabie, Jordan and Barker 2008;
Bockheim et al., 2015; Convey et al., 2014; Pointing et al., 2015). For example, the
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ornithogenic and fell-field soils of coastal Antarctica (e.g., WAP) and the sub-Antarctic (e.g.,
Macquarie Island) are relatively nutrient rich and retain higher moisture levels than the MDV,
thereby supporting distinctive microbiomes – Proteobacteria being underrepresented in Dry
Valley soils (Cary et al., 2010). In comparison to other terrestrial biomes from lower latitudes
(e.g., Australia), all Antarctic soils are extremely low in moisture (e.g., average aridity index
= 0.12 versus 0.65 – 0.85 AI) and nutrients (e.g., average organic carbon content = 0.34
versus 1.92 – 2.38 g kg-1) (Delgado-Baquerizo et al., 2018). Ambient temperature and pH
are the master regulators of moisture and nutrient availability, as well as an array of other
associated co-factors such as conductivity and salinity with multiple implications on the
structuring of microbial communities around the globe (Convey et al., 2014; DelgadoBaquerizo et al., 2018; Fierer, 2017). Specifically, soil bacterial phyla have been shown to
be strongly correlated with soil pH whilst other taxa (e.g., archaea and micro-eukarya) do not
necessarily exhibit the same biogeographical patterns (Fierer et al., 2012). Facing similar
limitations to the survey gap, more multi-domain studies linking microbial diversity to
variation in local environmental parameters are required, especially for East Antarctic
regions.

1.6

East doesn’t quite meet west: the underexplored coastal oases of Eastern
Antarctica
East Antarctica constitutes up to two-thirds of the continent and is separated from

West Antarctica by the TAM. Its ice sheet is generally thicker and higher than the west and
encompasses the Gamburtsev Subglacial Mountains at its center (Block, Bell and Studinger,
2009). Aside from small coastal pockets that remain ice-free (i.e., oases), most of Eastern
Antarctica is permanently glaciated (Lee et al., 2017). These areas serve as important
breeding grounds for various seabirds, penguins and seals (Wauchope, Shaw and Terauds,
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2019). Off-shore bathymetric studies have also highlighted the region’s unique seafloor and
oceanographic features (O’Brien et al., 2015). However, lacking are studies focused on its
soil microbiome. Those available include the MDV (Cary et al., 2010), which have been very
well studied in comparison to other East Antarctic oases such as the Windmill Islands and
hyperarid Vestfold Hills (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6 | Map of soil sampling locations across the a) Vestfold Hills and b) Windmill
Islands of Eastern Antarctica, including the c) Australian research stations d) Davis and
e) Casey. Image adapted from Figure 5 of Zhang et al. (2020). The Windmill Islands
consists of five major peninsulas, a number of rocky islands, islets and the Vanderford Glacier
at its southern end. The Vestfold Hills comprise of low-lying hilly country, deeply indented by
sea-inlets and >300 lakes of varying salinity, temperature and size.
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The Windmill Islands are an extensive stretch of ice-free land (75 – 80 km2) situated
in the midst of Wilkes Land of Eastern Antarctica (Figure 1.6a). Approximately 1400 km to
its west lie the hyperarid Vestfold Hills, covering up to 411 km2 along the Ingrid Christensen
Coast of Princess Elizabeth Land (Figure 1.6b). Both of these low-lying coastal regions have
distinct micro-climates and geoglacial histories (Adamson and Pickard, 1983; Gasparon et
al., 2007; Goodwin, 1993; Murray & Ludders, 1990; O’Brien et al., 2015). They also contain
the Australian Casey and Davis research stations (Figure 1.6c, d and e). Since its
establishment in 1957, Casey station has been in continuous operation and is well known for
its history of fuel spills (Snape et al., 2001 and 2006). As a result, the area has been the focus
for a number of ecotoxicology and bioremediation studies (McWatters et al., 2016; Pudasaini
et al., 2019; van Dorst et al., 2021). Large areas of mosses and lichens in the Windmill Islands
have also garnered interest as proxies for monitoring ecosystem change (Robinson et al.,
2018). However, similar to other bioregions across Antarctica, there is evident bias towards
more charismatic species (e.g., penguins) whereas an ‘out of sight, out of mind’ approach has
been adopted towards soil microorganisms (Hughes et al., 2015 and 2018). Although a small
number of microbial studies have been undertaken at some sites in the Windmill Islands
(Ferrari et al., 2016; Pudasaini et al., 2017; Siciliano et al., 2014; van Dorst et al., 2014),
there is an urgent need for more baseline data across Eastern Antarctica, especially
throughout the vastly underexplored Vestfold Hills.
1.7

Aerobiology over Antarctica: Jumping on board the new initiative for
atmospheric ecology
Arid and semi-arid environments (e.g., deserts) cover >30 % of the Earth’s surface

and are the main sources of global dust (Struve et al., 2020). The aerosphere is an important
conduit for the global transport of microorganisms and is an ecological niche in itself (Bottos
et al., 2014; Frölich-Nowoisky et al., 2014 and 2016; Pearce et al., 2016). Approximately
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189 Tg a-1 of dust is produced in the Southern Hemisphere but only a small fraction (~7 Tg
a-1) is deposited in Antarctica (Li, Ginoux and Ramaswamy, 2008). Antarctica’s isolated
communities present a particularly interesting prospect for aerobiology, largely due to the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) decoupling the continent from global atmospheric
transport (Pearce et al., 2016; Figure 1.7). As such, material transported in Antarctica is
predominantly locally-derived from the abrasion of loose parent material and exposed
bedrock (Deuerling et al., 2014). However, long distance transport is still a viable route for
dust from Australia, Patagonia and South Africa to reach and potentially establish in
Antarctica (Delmonte et al., 2010; Gabrielli et al., 2010; Lamy et al., 2014).

Figure 1.7 | Features of the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes. Image taken from Figure
I in Fraser et al. (2012). Arid and semi-arid regions of Australia, South America and South
Africa are the three major dust sources in the Southern Hemisphere but <5 % reaches the
Antarctic continent. Antarctic dust sources are predominantly locally derived from the erosion
of bedrock.
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Aeolian processes (i.e., the wind-driven erosion, transportation and deposition of
sediments) have been strongly linked to landscape evolution and biotic community
revitalization across terrestrial Antarctica (Deuerling et al., 2014; Diaz et al., 2018; Dunbar,
Bertler and McKay, 2009; Gillies, Nickling and Tilson, 2013; Herbold et al., 2013). For
example, increased melt has led to the expansion of habitat range for windblown algae (e.g.,
marine diatoms) in the TAM and polar plateau, threatening current ecosystem dynamics
(Scherer et al., 2016; Williamson et al., 2019). In a scarcely vegetated continent (~1.34 %),
the significant photosynthetic contribution of algal blooms will strongly influence
downstream nutrient provision to terrestrial and aquatic systems throughout Antarctica (Gray
et al., 2020). Similarly, in the MDV, aeolian redistribution of organic matter from the valley
floor serves as the sole input of new nutrients to nearby glacial and lake systems during the
melt season (Šabacká et al., 2012).
Foreign microorganisms (e.g., bacteria, viruses, fungi and their spores) entering
Antarctic soils from the atmosphere are well adapted to survive in their new environment,
due to similar selective pressures faced during transit such as extreme desiccation, high UV,
low temperatures and ultra-oligotrophic conditions (Archer et al., 2019; Bottos et al., 2014;
Fraser et al., 2018; Rosselli et al., 2015). Climate change amplifies their likelihood of
successful colonization, as storm-driven dispersal and warming are predicted to breakdown
the ecological barrier that isolates Antarctica from the rest of the world (Fraser et al., 2018).
Bacteria are assumed to disperse widely via aerosolized transport from virtually any surface
due to their small size and resilience (Bottos et al., 2014). In contrast, micro-eukarya and
archaea may differ from bacteria substantially in growth habits and dispersal capabilities
(Duncan et al., 2010; Frölich-Nowoisky et al., 2014; Herbold et al., 2013). Understanding
resilience of the Antarctic soil microbiome towards the input of foreign material is an
innovative approach to monitor ecosystem change (Pearce et al., 2016).
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1.8

Thesis scope and aims
Microorganisms are the life support system of the biosphere and they exist in almost

every niche on Earth, including the extreme polar deserts of Antarctica. Despite their crucial
role in many ecosystem processes, such as primary production and geochemical cycling, soil
microbial communities are rarely discussed in the context of climate change nor the
development of Antarctic conservation frameworks. As a result, their protection is poor and
regionally biased. Major gaps in microbial surveys have led to the need for more baseline
data across the continent. Therein lies the overarching theme of my thesis, which entails
pushing for microbial conservation by strengthening the links between science and
governance.
We tackle classic ecological problems (i.e., niche versus neutral debate) with modern
day bioinformatics-based solutions to probe biogeographic patterns of polar soil bacteria,
micro-eukarya and archaea across Eastern Antarctica – with a focus on the Windmill Islands
and vastly underexplored hyperarid Vestfold Hills. Clear distinctions in micro-climate and
geoglacial histories between these two low-lying coastal regions leads to the hypothesis that
their soil microbiomes are also likely to be distinct. This thesis involves three simple but
important research objectives: (1) to unveil the hidden diversity of the East Antarctic soil
microbiome; (2) identify their key edaphic drivers and threshold tipping points; and (3)
explore the influence of wind-driven dispersal. Collectively, these outcomes will provide a
solid foundation to maximize the likelihood of ensuring long-term protection and
conservation of Antarctica’s unique biodiversity.
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2 CHAPTER I LINK

2.1

Link to thesis
Basic information on polar soil microbial diversity, ecology and life history strategies

across terrestrial Antarctica is extremely valuable, requiring deeper exploration before the
effects of climate change become irreversible. In support of bridging the biodiversity survey
gap, I present the first microbial biodiversity report on the hyperarid Vestfold Hills (inclusive
of bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea) and compare their assemblage patterns to soil
communities at the Windmill Islands, another East Antarctic region. This chapter sets the
overall structure of my thesis, which essentially sets out to explore the influence of niche
(chapter II) and neutral (chapter III) processes underlying the East Antarctic soil microbiome
with significant outreach to regional and upscaled conservational efforts.
This research has been published in Microbiome:
Zhang E., Thibaut L.M., Terauds A., Raven M., Tanaka M.M., van Dorst J., Wong
S.Y., Crane S., Ferrari B.C. (2020) Lifting the veil on arid-to-hyperarid Antarctic soil
microbiomes: A tale of two oases. Microbiome, 8(37), doi: 10.1186/s40168-020-00809-w.

2.2
2.2.1

Overview
Approach
We conducted a comprehensive amplicon survey (>700 soil samples) targeting 16S

and 18S rRNA gene sequences to elucidate the previously unknown microbial diversity of
the Vestfold Hills then compared resulting profiles to those obtained from the Windmill
Islands (See Figure 1.6). Beta diversity patterns were further explored using a combination
of multivariate analyses (e.g., chao1 richness and NMDS; Oksanen et al., 2018), generalized
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linear models (Ripley, 2019) and OTU co-occurrence networks (Reshef et al., 2011; Shannon
et al., 2013). Fitted species abundance distributions (Connolly et al., 2014) supported by
akaike weights determined the extent of niche (represented by poisson-lognormal “PLN”)
and neutral (represented by negative binomial “NB”) processes driving the assemblage of
polar soil microbial communities between the two East Antarctic regions.
2.2.2

Results
This study highlighted the unique biodiversity found in Eastern Antarctica. Patterns

of soil microbial taxa were visibly distinct in terms of phylogenetic composition, abundance
and richness between the Vestfold Hills and Windmill Islands though greater homogeneity
was observed in the former, including for measured physiochemical variables. Associations
between co-existing members highlighted potential interactions and sharing of niche space
by diverse taxa from all three microbial domains of life. As such, implicating the functional
relevance of archaea in cold edaphic environments. Communities were overall largely nichedriven, particularly for bacterial communities at the Windmill Islands but weaker PLN-fits
exhibited by micro-eukaryotes at the Vestfold Hills suggested the potential emergence of
neutrality for functionally similar groups.
2.2.3

Conclusion
As expected, under such harsh environmental conditions, the assemblage and co-

existence of most Antarctic soil microbial communities were strongly niche-driven. Neutral
processes, however, still exerted a surprisingly large influence thereby supporting a more
unified theory of biodiversity (Scheffer, van Nes and Vergnon 2018). By shedding new light
on these basic ecological concepts, more effective biodiversity management can be achieved.
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3 LIFTING THE VEIL ON ARID-TO-HYPERARID
ANTARCTIC SOIL MICROBIOMES: A TALE OF TWO
OASES

3.1
3.1.1

Abstract
Background
Resident soil microbiota play key roles in sustaining the core ecosystem processes of

terrestrial Antarctica, often involving unique taxa with novel functional traits. However, the
full scope of biodiversity and the niche-neutral processes underlying these communities
remains unclear. In this study, we combine multivariate analyses, co-occurrence networks
and fitted species abundance distributions on an extensive set of bacterial, micro-eukaryote
and archaeal amplicon sequencing data to unravel soil microbiome patterns of nine sites
across two east Antarctic regions, the Vestfold Hills and Windmill Islands. To our
knowledge, this is the first microbial biodiversity report on the hyperarid Vestfold Hills soil
environment.
3.1.2

Results
Our findings reveal distinct regional differences in phylogenetic composition,

abundance and richness amongst microbial taxa. Actinobacteria dominated soils in both
regions, yet Bacteroidetes were more abundant in the Vestfold Hills compared to the
Windmill Islands, which contained a high abundance of novel phyla. However, intra-region
comparisons demonstrate greater homogeneity of soil microbial communities and measured
environmental parameters between sites at the Vestfold Hills. Community richness is largely
driven by a variable suite of parameters but robust associations between co-existing members
highlight potential interactions and sharing of niche space by diverse taxa from all three
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microbial domains of life examined. Overall, non-neutral processes appear to structure the
polar soil microbiomes studied here, with niche partitioning being particularly strong for
bacterial communities at the Windmill Islands. Eukaryotic and archaeal communities reveal
weaker niche-driven signatures accompanied by multimodality, suggesting the emergence of
neutrality.
3.1.3

Conclusion
We provide new information on assemblage patterns, environmental drivers and non-

random occurrences for Antarctic soil microbiomes, particularly the Vestfold Hills, where
basic diversity, ecology and life history strategies of resident microbiota are largely
unknown. Greater understanding of these basic ecological concepts is a pivotal step towards
effective conservation management.

3.2

Introduction
East Antarctica constitutes up to two-thirds of the continent and is home to some of

the oldest, coldest and most oligotrophic soils on Earth (Cary et al., 2010). Apart from icefree patches along the coast, most of the sector is covered by a thick layer of permafrost (Lee
et al., 2017). The Windmill Islands, an ice-free region situated near the Australian Casey
research station, consists of five major peninsulas and a number of rock-strewn islands.
Approximately 100 km to the north lie the Vestfold Hills, a large expanse of low-lying hilly
country deeply indented by sea-inlets and lakes (O’Brien et al., 2015). These diverse edaphic
habitats are a legacy of age involving varied geological and glaciological processes
(Anderson et al., 2002). Soil microbial diversity and functional ecology of the hyperarid
Vestfold Hills is virtually unexplored, whilst previous studies at the Windmill Islands have
disclosed a relatively high proportion of novel bacterial phyla (Ji et al., 2017). However,
knowledge on archaea and micro-eukaryotes is still lacking (Siciliano et al., 2014). This is in
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stark contrast to other regions such as the McMurdo Dry Valleys and Antarctic Peninsula
(Chan et al., 2013; Ji et al., 2017; Chong, Pearce and Convey 2015). In our understanding of
soil microbiota across the different bioregions of terrestrial Antarctica, addressing these
deficiencies will not only improve our understanding of Antarctic microbial biogeography,
but also guide future conservation planning strategies (Terauds et al., 2012).
Climate and soil age abiotic factors such as pH, moisture and nutrient content exert a
strong influence on Antarctic species distribution and life histories (Aislabie, Jordan and
Barker 2008; Cary et al., 2010; Convey et al., 2014; Hogg et al., 2006; Siciliano et al., 2014).
These properties may co-vary with local lithology, pedology and aspect – leading to a myriad
of edaphic niches (Chong et al., 2012). In turn, their microbial occupants are key to
establishing and maintaining core ecosystem processes, occasionally involving unique taxa
with novel functional traits such as unique biosurfactants and trace gas assimilation as a novel
mode of primary production (Benaud et al., 2019; Ji et al., 2017). It is thereby a widely
accepted concept that the capacity of microbes to access and utilize resources, as well as
tolerate different levels of stress, contributes significantly to the structuring of microbiota
dwelling within these oligotrophic soils.
However, our ability to unravel these basic ecological concepts in cold regions has
been limited by the small number and depth of studies available (Cowan et al., 2015).
Moreover, the majority of relevant studies have largely been focused on bacteria only. Few
micro-eukaryotic and archaeal-specific surveys have been reported on terrestrial Antarctic
environments and so their ecological roles remain elusive (Pointing et al., 2009; Rao et al.,
2012; Richter et al., 2014). All three microbial domains are likely to be responsible for the
sustainability and evolution of the polar soil microbiome but contemporary dynamics will
inevitably change due to the climate-driven emergence of new ice-free areas (Bell et al.,
2013; Faust & Raes 2012; Fierer 2017; Lee et al., 2017). As consequence, further
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clarification on their underlying drivers will establish a baseline from which to gauge
ecological shifts, which is an important step towards effectively managing microbial
biodiversity loss and conserving the key ecosystem functions offered by these assemblages
(Dumbrell et al., 2010; Nemergut et al., 2013; Powell et al., 2015; Scheffer, van Nes and
Vergnon 2018; Tylianakis & Soper 2013; Vellend, 2010).
Projected 21st century expansion of ice-free habitats across eastern Antarctica means
that tools for rapidly assessing soil ecosystem health, such as species abundance distributions
(SADs), are gradually becoming more important in managing microbial biodiversity loss,
especially in regions where survey data is scarce (Lee et al., 2017; Matthews and Whittaker
2015). In this study, we compiled bacterial 16S (n = 837), eukaryotic 18S (n = 162) and
archaeal 16S (n = 144) rRNA gene amplicon sequencing data from soil samples spanning
nine east Antarctic sites between the Vestfold Hills (n = 5) and Windmill Islands (n = 4). By
taking a multivariate, exploratory network and modelling approach using fitted SADs we aim
to: (1) elucidate the previously unknown soil microbial biodiversity of the Vestfold Hills, (2)
determine the driving processes (i.e., niche or neutral) underlying the microbial communities
of east Antarctica and (3) clarify whether they differ between the Vestfold Hills and Windmill
Islands.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Study area, soil sampling and physiochemical analysis
Sampling was performed by expeditioners via the Australian Antarctic Program

(AAP) across nine polar desert sites spanning two ice-free regions (the Vestfold Hills and
Windmill Islands). All nine sites were within the vicinity of Casey (66°17’ S, 110°45’ E) and
Davis (68°35’ S, 77°58’ E) research stations in Eastern Antarctica (Figure 3.4). Five sites
were chosen from the Vestfold Hills: Adams Flat (AF: 68°33’ S, 78°1’ E); Old Wallow (OW:
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68°36’ S, 77°58’ E); Rookery Lake (RL: 68°36’ S, 77°57’ E); Heidemann Valley (HV:
68°35’ S, 78°0’ E); and The Ridge (TR: 68°54’ S, 78°07’ E). Four sites were chosen from
the Windmill Islands: Mitchell Peninsula (MP: 66o31’ S, 110o59’ E); Browning Peninsula
(BP: 66°27’ S, 110°32’ E); Robinson Ridge (RR: 66°22’ S, 110°35’ E); and Herring Island
(HI: 66°24’ S, 110°39’ E). At each site, soil samples (n = 93) from the top 10 cm were taken
along three parallel transects following a geospatially explicit design (Siciliano et al., 2014).
All soils (n = 837) included in this study were previously submitted for extensive chemical
and physical attributes (Table A.2) (Siciliano et al., 2014; Bissett et al., 2016).
3.3.2

DNA extraction and Illumina amplicon sequencing
DNA was extracted in triplicate from soil samples using the FASTDNA™ SPIN Kit

for Soil (MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA, US) and quantified using the Qubit™ 4
Fluorometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, NSW, Australia) as described in van Dorst et al.,
2014. Diluted DNA (1:10 using nuclease-free water) was submitted to the Ramaciotti Centre
for Genomics (UNSW, Sydney, Australia) for amplicon paired-end sequencing on the
Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina, California, US) with negative and positive (mock)
controls in accordance to protocols from Bioplatforms Australia (BPA) (Bissett et al., 2016).
All 93 samples from each site were submitted to sequencing for bacteria (n = 837) targeting
the 16s rRNA gene using the 27F/519R (Lane, 1991) primer set. As described in Siciliano et
al. (2014), a non-random subsample (n = 18) at each site was selected for the sequencing of
micro-eukarya (n = 162) and archaea (n = 144) targeting the 18S and 16S rRNA genes using
the 1391f/EukBr (Amaral-Zettler et al., 2009) and A2F/519R (Reysenbach et al., 1995)
primer sets, respectively. These include distance points at 0, 2, 100, 102, 200 and 202 m
along each of the three parallel transects at each site.
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3.3.3

Open OTU picking, assignment and classification
We followed the UPARSE OTU algorithm (Edgar, 2013) endorsed by BPA through

directly employing USEARCH 32-bit v10.0.240 (Edgar, 2010) and VSEARCH 64-bit v2.8.0
(Rognes et al., 2016). Sequences were quality filtered, trimmed and clustered de novo to pick
OTUs at 97 % identity. Reads were then assigned to separate sample-by-OTU matrices for
each amplicon (Table S1). OTUs were taxonomically classified against the SILVA v3.2.1
SSU rRNA database (Quast et al., 2013). Where applicable, new OTU matrices were merged
with existing ones using the QIIME 2 (https://qiime2.org) feature-table merge option. These
were rarefied using the qiime feature-table rarefy function to generate random subsamples
(bacterial 16S rRNA gene = 700k reads, micro-eukaryotic 18S rRNA gene = 23k reads,
archaeal 16S rRNA gene = 850k reads).
3.3.4

Multivariate and statistical analyses in R
All multivariate and statistical analyses were carried out in the R environment (R

Core Team, 2018) using the subsampled datasets for bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea.
Subsampled rarefaction curves (q = 0) were generated using the iNEXT package (Hsieh et
al., 2018). Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations (distance =
“Euclidean” for environmental data and distance = “Bray-Curtis” for OTU abundance data)
and Chao1 richness estimates were calculated in vegan v2.5-3 (Oksanen et al., 2018). Unless
specified otherwise, all plots were visualized using a combination of ggplot2 v3.1.0
(Wickham, 2016) and ggpubr v0.2 (Kassambara, 2018).
3.3.5

Removal of environmental co-variates and model selection
To try and better understand the relationship between a range of environmental co-

variates, we first constructed a Pearson correlation matrix to identify co-correlated variables
(R >0.6), and one of each correlated pair was removed from the list of potential predictors.
Models were then fitted with all predictors (saturated models) using each of the Chao1
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richness variables (bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea) as the response variable. Starting
with this saturated model, the best model (i.e., the most parsimonious – as indicated by the
lowest AIC) was then identified using the stepAIC function in the MASS v7.3-51.4 package
(Ripley, 2019) in R. We also included region (i.e., Windmill Island or Vestfold Hills) as a
random effect in the model selection process, to help in understanding the regional effects in
explaining variation in richness. We fitted both GLMs and GAMs with smooth terms as either
gaussian or NB distributions. In addition to AIC, model diagnostic plots (to test normality
and heteroscedasticity of variance) were used to help inform final model selection, especially
with regard to the distribution used.
3.3.6

Domain-level co-occurrence OTU network from abundance data
OTUs representing >0.001 % of the total relative abundance of the bacterial,

eukaryotic and archaeal communities within each region were combined for network
analyses. Correlations between the relative abundance of each OTU pair across samples were
calculated using the maximal information coefficient (MIC) in the MINE software package
(Reshef et al., 2011). After correction for multiple testing (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995),
statistically significant (P <0.001) co-occurrence relationships between pairs of OTUs were
uploaded into the CYTOSCAPE software (Shannon et al., 2013) to generate network
diagrams, displaying only very strong associations (MIC >0.8). Statistical inferences of
network topology were calculated using the Network Analyzer algorithm (treatment =
“undirected”) in CYTOSCAPE (Table A.2).
3.3.7

PLN- and NB-fitted species abundance distribution curves
As described in Connolly et al., 2014, PLN and NB models representing niche and

neutral distributions, respectively, were fitted to our empirical data using maximum
likelihood methods. All available samples for bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea were
included in this analysis. Pooled species abundances were fitted on both regional and local
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scales then displayed on a logarithmic scale. Akaike weights (wPLN and

wNB)

were

calculated for PLN- and NB-fits on each dataset to provide a measure of the relative goodness
for fit (Burnham & Anderson, 2004).

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Amplicon sequencing yield and coverage
We recovered a total of 60,495,244 high-quality bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences,

which clustered into 36,251 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 97 % identity cut-off.
Our micro-eukaryotic and archaeal runs yielded a total of 1,299,519 18S rRNA and
13,373,072 16S rRNA gene sequences after read-quality filtering, which respectively
clustered at 97 % into 1,511 and 589 OTUs (Table A.1). Subsampled rarefaction curves of
the pooled data revealed that bacterial, micro-eukaryotic and archaeal richness generally
approached an asymptote at each site (Figure A.1).
3.4.2

Comparative biodiversity of the East Antarctic polar soil microbiome
At 97 % identity, OTUs were classified into 63 bacterial, 27 micro-eukaryotic and

three archaeal phyla. Distributions of phylum abundances for all three domains were uneven,
as the majority of sites were dominated by a handful of taxa (Figure 3.1). Soil bacterial
communities predominantly consisted of the metabolically diverse Actinobacteria (30.5 %)
and Proteobacteria (14.6 %). Bacteroidetes (24.9 %) and Gemmatimonadetes (8.0 %) were
more prevalent at the Vestfold Hills, whereas Chloroflexi (17.8 %) and Acidobacteria (13.6
%) were present in greater relative abundances throughout the Windmill Islands. With the
exception of Rookery Lake (RL = 4.2 %), Browning Peninsula (BP = 10.9 %) and Herring
Island (HI = 3.1 %), Cyanobacteria abundance was relatively low across all sites. At Mitchell
Peninsula (MP) and Robinson Ridge (RR), rare candidate phyla namely Ca. Eremiobacterota
(WPS-2) and Ca. Dormibacterota (AD3) were present in higher relative abundances (>4.6
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%) compared to the other sites. At lower taxonomic levels, bacterial sequences classified into
169 classes, with members largely belonging to Flavobacteria (10.9 %) and Actinobacteria
(9.0 %), followed by similar proportions (6.0 %) of Thermoleophilia, Chloracidobacteria,
Gamma-proteobacteria and Alpha-proteobacteria (Figure A.2).
For micro-eukaryotes, 18S rRNA gene sequences fell into six supergroups consisting
of unclassified (46.9 %), Chromalveolata (Ciliophora and Dinoflagellata = 20.6 %),
Archaeplastida (Ochrophyta, Chlorophyta and Phragmoplastophyta = 17.8 %), Excavata
(Euglenozoa = 5.4 %), Opisthokonta (Ascomycota, Basidiomycota, Labyrinthulomycetes,
Chytridiomycota, Vertebrata, Peronosporomycetes and Glomermomycota = 4.6 %) and
Amoebozoa (Cercozoa and Tublinea = 4.4 %) (Figure 3.1). Unclassified micro-eukarya
remained dominant across all taxonomic levels, with moderately higher relative abundance
observed throughout the Vestfold Hills (61.3 %), compared with the Windmill Island sites
(38.8 %), particularly at The Ridge (TR). Fungal diversity contributed to a relatively small
proportion (10.5 %) of the total relative abundance for eukaryotic soil communities, except
at MP and RR.
Archaeal diversity was predominantly distributed within the Crenarchaeota phylum
(84.5 %), whilst members of Euryarchaeota (15.0 %) were mainly exclusive to the Vestfold
Hills (Figure 3.1). In addition, an unusually high proportion (2.3 %) of unclassified archaea
was observed at RR. At lower taxonomic levels, archaeal sequences belonged to six main
families; Nitrososphaeraceae (84.5 %) and Halobacteriaceae (15.0 %), followed by
unclassified, SAGMA-X, Cenarchaeaceae and TMEG families, collectively accounting for
0.01 % of total relative archaeal abundance.
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3.4.3

Domain-level biotic interactions
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination of microbial OTU

communities and corresponding environmental metadata revealed that soils were conserved
within sites and broadly by geographic region (Figure A.3). Apart from TR, sites at the
Vestfold Hills were more homogeneous in terms of community composition and measured
soil parameters. Bacterial communities exhibited the greatest overall species richness based
on Chao1 estimates (Figure 3.2), particularly at the Windmill Islands (average = 2270.1). In
contrast, greater eukaryotic richness was observed throughout the Vestfold Hills (average =
132.3). Archaeal communities exhibited the lowest overall species richness (average = 50.9),
with RR being an exception (average = 106.4). Pearson’s correlations between domain-level
pooled Chao1 richness estimates revealed weak but significant (α = 0.05) negative
relationships of bacterial communities against both micro-eukaryotic (R = -0.23, P = 0.0034)
and archaeal (R = -0.17, P = 0.045) communities. However, no significant correlation was
found between micro-eukaryotic and archaeal richness (R = 0.039, P = 0.64).
Domain-level networks displaying the co-occurrence of OTUs provided new insights
on the potential sharing of niche spaces or interactions between co-existing taxa, many of
which are understudied (Figure 3.3). The resulting network for the Vestfold Hills consisted
of 43 nodes (clustering coefficient = 0.2) and 44 edges (average no. of neighbors = 2.0,
characteristic path length = 3.2) across eight connected components with a network diameter
of seven edges (Table A.2). Whereas, the resulting Windmill Islands network consisted of
58 nodes (clustering coefficient = 0.4) and 201 edges (average no. of neighbors = 6.9,
characteristic path length = 2.4) across three connected components with a network diameter
of six edges (Table A.2).
Notable associations within the Vestfold Hills network included positive associations
between Saccharibacteria (TM7), a parasitic bacterium, and Actinobacteria. Also noted was
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the lack of co-occurrent micro-eukaryotic species. Crenarchaeota were more strongly
embedded within the Windmill Islands network suggesting different life histories or niche
preferences between the two regions. Similarly, rare candidate bacterial phyla Ca.
Eremiobacterota (WPS-2) and Ca. Dormibacterota (AD3) only formed strong visible
associations in this region. The astounding taxonomic diversity of Actinobacteria (Figures
3.1 and A.2), was reflected in their ability to occupy multiple niches and form the majority
of connections to co-existing species, essentially molding the microbial backbone of these
Antarctic desert soils. Overall, microorganisms present within the soil microbial networks
tended to co-occur more than expected by chance (P <0.001).
3.4.4

Correlations between estimated richness and selected environmental predictor
variables
Generalized additive models (GAMs) were fitted to test the ability of a range of soil

parameters to explain the variation in Chao1 richness of bacteria, eukarya and archaea. A
stepwise model selection process (based on the lowest AIC) was used to identify the ‘best
model’ and thereby identify the key environmental drivers. These models explained a
moderate percentage of variation (45.0 – 66.8 %) in richness for all three microbial
communities at the regional scale (Table 3.1 and Figures A.4 – 6). For bacteria, there was
a positive relationship between Chao1 richness and copper (Cu), aluminum (Al, Al2O3) and
gravel content (Figure A.4). Micro-eukaryote richness exhibited negative relationships with
dry matter fraction (DMF), soil pH, nitrite concentrations (NO3) and the amount of mud but
displayed a positive relationship with total carbon content (TC) and conductivity (Figure
A.5). Archaeal richness had positive relationships with conductivity and total nitrogen
content (TN) but displayed a negative relationship with calcium (CECCa) (Figure A.6). Both
bacteria and archaea showed a positive relationship with phosphorous (TP, P) and sodium
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(CECNa) but had a negative relationship with titanium dioxide (TiO2). Only microeukaryotes demonstrated a significant (P <0.05) difference between the two regions.
3.4.5

Niche or neutral?
Overall, species abundances were better approximated by poisson-lognormal (PLN)

than negative binomial (NB) distributions (wPLN >wNB), likely attributable to these
Antarctic communities being substantially more heterogenous than expected (Figure 3.4 and
Table 3.2). As is the norm in ecological communities, all distributions were characterized by
highly right-skewed patterns, emphasizing the disparity between rare and common species.
Bacterial communities lacked an internal mode and demonstrated a better PLN-fit (Table
3.2), particularly at the Windmill Islands (wPLN = 1.000, wNB = <0.001). By contrast,
eukaryotic and archaeal communities demonstrated multimodal distributions accompanied
by relatively weaker PLN-fits, particularly for eukaryotic communities at the Vestfold Hills
(wPLN = <0.001, wNB = 1.000). These trends remained consistent at the local scale (Figure
A.7 and Table A.4).

3.5

Discussion
Akin to other arid soil environments around the globe (Cowan et al., 2014), this

extensive survey of the east Antarctic soil microbiome reveals that whilst bacterial diversity
is rich, both micro-eukaryotic and archaeal phylogenies were comparatively low (Figures
3.1 and 3.3). Overall, bacterial communities were dominated by the metabolically and
physiologically diverse Actinobacteria phylum. Their ubiquity throughout terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems, including extreme environments like Antarctica, is a direct reflection of
their genomic heterogeneity and broad functional capacities (Ji et al., 2017; Ventura et al.,
2007). However, regional disparity amongst taxa between the Vestfold Hills and Windmill
Islands was observed. The Vestfold Hills, a region comprising of low-lying hilly country
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indented by lakes, contained a higher prevalence of bacterial members belonging to the
Bacteroidetes phylum. This is likely due to its comparatively higher salinity levels than the
Windmill Islands (Table A.3), manifesting as visible salt crystal encrustations on the soil
surface. In contrast, rare bacterial candidate phyla Eremiobactereota (WPS-2) and
Dormibactereota (AD3), previously implicated in a novel mode of primary production using
atmospheric energy sources (Ji et al., 2017), were notably lower in abundance at the Vestfold
Hills possibly due to the relatively higher proportion of micro-eukaryotic taxa capable of
photosynthesis in this region, namely phyla Ochrophyta and Ciliophora (Figures 3.1 and
A.2). In contrast, archaeal communities, being mainly distributed within the Crenarchaeota
or Thaumarchaeota phylum, were ubiquitous across both regions. Members in this phylum,
more specifically Nitrososphaera, are known for their ammonia oxidizing capabilities
(Schleper & Nicol 2010), thereby further highlighting the ecological importance of the vastly
understudied polar soil archaea. Although we have only begun to shed light on the hidden
complexities of the Antarctic soil microbiome, it is an important step towards achieving an
integrated understanding of the basic ecological mechanisms governing these assemblages
within such a severely limiting environment.
Strong niche partitioning appears to be driving the establishment and maintenance of
contemporary microbiomes of the arid-to-hyperarid east Antarctic soils analyzed here
(Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2). This was particularly evident for bacterial communities at the
Windmill Islands, where environmental gradients, such as soil pH and DMF, were generally
more pronounced between sites (Figure A.3 and Table A.3). Whereas, soil parameters
between sites at the Vestfold Hills were more similar to one another, with the exception of
The Ridge (TR) (Figure A.3). These regional differences are also reflected in their
phylogenetic composition, abundance and richness of microbial taxa (Figures 3.1 and 3.3).
Reduced niche overlap likely promotes greater biodiversity and long-term species co53

existence through the efficient exploitation of resources under the adverse conditions (Finke
& Snyder 2008; Scheffer, van Nes and Vergnon 2018). Therefore, supporting our
observations of high bacterial diversity whilst both eukaryotic and archaeal diversities were
relatively low (Figures 3.1 and 3.3). Communities also demonstrated mixed responses to
soil environmental predictors such as fertility and grain-related factors as well as metal oxide
concentrations, which is likely a reflection of varied life history strategies (Table 3.1). Most
notably, regional effects were only significant in explaining variation in richness for microeukarya, suggesting that other influences such as dispersal limitation may come into play for
micro-eukaryotic communities between the Vestfold Hills and Windmill Islands (Ferrari et
al., 2015; Vyverman et al., 2010).
In an era of progressively rapid natural and anthropogenic change, communities
demonstrating strong niche-driven responses may have increased susceptibility to
disturbance events such as large-scale colonization, like those observed by Rhizocarpon
lichens and invasive grass Poa annua across the Antarctic Peninsula (Chown et al., 2012;
Lee et al., 2017; Supp & Ernest 2015). Inevitably, this will alter contemporary ecosystem
dynamics and potentially result in the loss of novel polar taxa and associated traits due to the
reduced functional insurance of strongly niche-shaped communities (Allison and Martiny
2008; Bell et al., 2013; Delgado-Baquerizo et al., 2016; Tylianakis and Soper 2013). For
example, Ca. Eremiobacterota and Ca. Dormibacterota, which are comprised of members
genetically capable of atmospheric chemosynthesis, a novel process proposed to be
contributing to primary production in these nutrient poor desert soils (Ji et al., 2017).
Neutral processes, however, play larger-than-expected roles within the eukaryotic
and archaeal soil communities analyzed, particularly throughout the Vestfold Hills (Figures
3.4 and A.5; Table 3.2 and A.5). Weaker PLN-fits and apparent SAD multimodality suggest
the emergence of neutrality for functionally similar groups (Antão et al., 2016; Dornelas &
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Connolly 2008; Holt, 2006; Vergnon, van Nes and Scheffer 2012) like Nitrososphaera
(Figure A.2), a genus of chemotrophic ammonia oxidizers, likely involved in nitrogen
cycling within these nutrient-limited Antarctic soils (Tourna et al., 2011). Interestingly, draft
genomes of Thaumarchaeota recovered from Robinson Ridge (RR) soils reported the
presence of ammonia monooxygenase (Ji et al., 2017), the first enzyme in the pathway for
nitrification (Pester et al., 2012), further implicating the functional relevance of archaea in
polar soils (Figure 3.3). Moreover, members forming metabolic alliances with or competing
against co-occurring bacterial taxa, such as Crenarchaeota at the Windmill Islands and
micro-eukarya in general at the Vestfold Hills (Figure 3.3), are likely critical to the formation
of functional microbiomes within these harsh environments (Aller & Kemp 2008; Bahram et
al., 2018; Bell et al., 2013). Unless competition is a major driving force within the relatively
species poor eukaryotic and archaeal communities, their emerging neutral status may also
promote greater resilience against perturbations due to their ephemeral natures, which is
perhaps a cyclic response to seasonal resource availability, such as increased water and
nutrient bioavailability during the austral summer (Sakavara et al., 2018; Scheffer, van Nes
and Vergnon 2018).
Although there is no current consensus on what drives SAD shape variation
(Matthews & Whittaker 2015), a number of studies argue that multimodality occurs quite
frequently in nature, and as such it is indeed a characteristic of ecological communities
(Antão et al., 2016; Dornelas & Connolly 2008; Vergnon, van Nes and Scheffer 2012).
Emergent neutrality is one hypothesis put forth to explain multimodal SADs, where transient
self-organised patterns of functionally similar species coexist within an ecological niche
(Holt, 2006; Vergnon, van Nes and Scheffer 2012). Other studies claim that multimodality
may arise from sampling artefacts (McGill et al., 2007). We acknowledge that potential
biases may be introduced through amplicon sequencing due to limitations in primer design
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but multimodality is rarely reported and its implications poorly understood, thus these
findings warrant further consideration (Antão et al., 2016).

3.6

Conclusions
Information on biodiversity, assemblage patterns, environmental drivers and non-

random co-occurrences are extremely valuable for Antarctic soil ecosystems, particularly the
Vestfold Hills, where the basic diversity, ecology and life history strategies of resident
microbiota is limited (Barberán et al., 2012; Janssen, 2006). These findings provide a new
understanding of the basic ecological concepts underlying Antarctic species abundance and
distribution. Regional disparities between soil communities at the Vestfold Hills and
Windmill Islands further support the notion that microbial biogeography exists. Thus,
stressing the importance of conserving these unique ecologies in the face of a warming
Antarctica. Furthermore, spatial and temporal shifts in the community SAD patterns
documented here can potentially be used to infer responses to environmental disturbance,
before any local extinctions can occur at the micro-biodiversity scale.
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3.8

Main figures and tables

Figure 3.1 | Bubbleplots of relative abundance (%) per site of phyla-level composition of OTUs (97 % cut-off), based on bacterial 16S (average =
490 bp), eukaryotic 18S (average = 125 bp) and archaeal 16S (average = 470 bp) SSU rRNA sequences representing >0.001 % of all normalized
OTUs sorted by decreasing relative abundance. Greatest phylogenetic diversity is exhibited by bacteria followed by eukarya then archaea. Across all
three domains, distribution of phyla abundances is generally uneven as a handful of taxa tend to dominate but strong compositional differences are apparent
between the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills regions.

Figure 3.2 | Chao1 richness estimates and correlations between our soil bacterial, eukaryotic and archaeal communities colored by site. Polar soil
bacterial communities demonstrated highest overall species richness estimates, particularly throughout the Windmill Islands region. Significant (P <0.05)
negative correlations were detected between estimated bacterial species richness against the other two microbial domains.
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Figure 3.3 | Domain-level OTU co-occurrence network of significant (P <0.001) and
strongly correlated (MIC >0.8) OTU pairs between the Windmill Islands and Vestfold
Hills. Nodes (circles = bacteria, triangles = eukarya, diamonds = archaea) and edges represent
individual OTUs and their correlations respectively. Node size is proportional to their degree
of connectivity and edge color is based on linearity (green/solid = positive, purple/dashed =
negative). Our soil microbial networks are comprised of moderately connected OTUs, more so
at the Windmill Islands, structured amongst multiple components and forming a clustered
topology. All three domains of life are present within the Windmill Islands network, most
notably Crenarchaeota being strongly embedded and Actinobacteria forming the microbial
backbone within these desert soils. In contrast, eukarya are absent from the Vestfold Hills
network, suggesting possible competition or occupation of a different niche.

Table 3.1 | Summary of best model selection after the removal of co-variates.
Response
Predictor 1
Predictor 2
Predictor 3
Predictor 4
Predictor 5
Predictor 6
Predictor 7
Predictor 8
Distribution
R2
Deviance Explained

Bacterial Chao1
Total phosphorous
Phosphorous
Copper
Aluminum
Sodium cation
Gravel
TiO2
Al2O3
Negative binomial
0.601
64.90 %

Eukaryotic Chao1
Dry matter fraction
Conductivity
pH
Total carbon
NO2
Mud
Region

Archaeal Chao1
Conductivity
Total nitrogen
Phosphorous
Calcium cation
Sodium cation
Mud
TiO2

Gaussian
0.34
45 %

Gaussian
0.611
66.80 %

Figure 3.4 | Fitted species abundance distribution (SAD) curves of polar soil microbial
communities between the Vestfold Hills and Windmill Islands. The bars represent the mean
proportion of species at each site in different octave classes of abundance. The blue and orange
lines show the mean of fitted values from region-by-region fits of the Poisson-lognormal (PLN)
and negative binomial (NB) distributions to the data, respectively. A PLN-fit best explains the
overall structure of these communities, particularly for bacterial communities at the Windmill
Islands. Eukaryotic and archaeal communities demonstrate slightly weaker PLN-fits and
multimodal distributions across both regions, suggesting the emergence of neutrality.
Table 3.2 | Akaike weights (AIC) calculated from regional-scale PLN- and NB-fitted
SADs. A weighted value closer to 1 indicates stronger evidence of one model over the other.

Bacteria
Eukarya
Archaea

Dataset
Windmill Islands
Vestfold Hills
Windmill Islands
Vestfold Hills
Windmill Islands
Vestfold Hills

wPLN

1.000
1.000
0.917
<0.001
1.000
0.960

wNB
<0.001
<0.001
0.083
1.000
<0.001
0.0405
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Figure 3.5 | Map of the nine study areas across the a) Vestfold Hills (AAD map catalogue
No. 14, 499) and b) Windmill Islands (No. 14, 179) region of Eastern Antarctica, showing
approximate sampling locations and c) geospatial transect design.
At each site, soil samples (n = 93) were taken at the following distance points along each
transect: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 100.1, 100.2, 100.5, 101, 102, 105, 110, 120,
150, 200, 200.1, 200.2, 200.5, 201, 202, 205, 210, 220, 250 and 300 m. Where underlined
distance points refer to a subsample (n = 18) submitted for amplicon sequencing of eukaryotic
(18S rRNA) and archaeal (16S rRNA) soil communities.
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Supplementary information
Supplementary information accompanies this paper at

https://doi.org/10/1186/s40168-020-00809-w.
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4 CHAPTER II LINK

4.1

Link to thesis
Building upon chapter I, we move beyond descriptive reports on community

composition and advance methods (i.e., Gradient Forest; Ellis, Smith and Pitcher, 2012) for
quantifying multispecies responses to change along edaphic gradients at previously
unexplored levels of resolution. Due to similar studies having been undertaken at the
Windmill Islands (Siciliano et al., 2014), this chapter focuses on polar soil microbial
communities across the hyperarid Vestfold Hills of Eastern Antarctica. Better understanding
of key edaphic drivers and threshold tipping points is crucial towards sound conservation
planning and management in this vastly understudied region.
This research has been submitted to Environmental Microbiology on 22/11/21:
Zhang E., Czechowski P., Terauds A., Wong S.Y., Chelliah D.S., Raven M., Tanaka
M.M., Ferrari B.C. (2021) Tracing boundaries in Eastern Antarctica: Multi-scale drivers of
soil microbial communities across the Vestfold Hills. Environmental Microbiology.
4.2
4.2.1

Overview
Approach
First, we reworked the Gradient Forest model (Ellis, Smith and Pitcher, 2012) to suit

large microbial abundance datasets, processing >17, 000 strains. Next the modified
framework was employed upon 16S and 18S rRNA gene amplicon sequence variants (ASVs)
targeting polar soil bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea across four sites (i.e., Adam’s Flat
“AF”, Heidemann Valley “HV”, Old Wallow “OW” and Rookery Lake “RL”) throughout
the hyperarid Vestfold Hills. By feeding the model an equally extensive suite of measured
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physiochemical variables (79), this approach was used to quantify the relative importance of
key environmental drivers and threshold tipping points (i.e., major compositional shifts or
“splits”) along important gradients on both local (n = 18) and regional (n = 72) scales.
4.2.2

Results
Soil moisture was identified as the most robust predictor of diversity for regional

distributions of bacteria and micro-eukarya across the hyperarid Vestfold Hills, whereas
archaea remained largely distinct. Along the regional moisture gradient, highest rates of
compositional turnover were observed for rarer lineages of bacteria and micro-eukarya. Often
the most responsive were taxa with phototrophic or nutrient-cycling capacities such as
Cyanobacteria and micro-algae (e.g., Chlorophyta and Ochrophyta). Fine scale localization
was also evident with disparities reflecting local differences amongst physiochemical
conditions (e.g., trace elements and aspect). A moderate amount (up to 73.2 % predictive
capacity) of species abundance variation could be explained by edaphic factors, especially
for bacteria, supporting the prevalence of niche-based processes in structuring these soil
communities. Two East Antarctic sites (i.e., OW and RL) were identified as sensitive areas
for further sampling and targeted microbial studies, namely their distinctive bacterial and
micro-eukaryotic components.
4.2.3

Conclusion
Ecosystem resilience, especially in the face of complex environmental change, is a

central concept in the management of natural ecosystems. Archived knowledge on past and
current microbial responses to change provides a solid basis for predicting future ecosystem
states. Reworking of the Gradient Forest model broadens its scope to include
microorganisms, which will be valuable for systematic use in a range of ecosystems for
assessing disturbance, rehabilitation and restoration around the globe.
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5

TRACING BOUNDARIES IN EASTERN ANTARCTICA:
MULTI-SCALE DRIVERS OF SOIL MICROBIAL
COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE VESTFOLD HILLS

5.1

Abstract
Microorganisms are key to sustaining core ecosystem processes across terrestrial

Antarctica but they are rarely considered in conservation frameworks. Whilst greater
advocacy has been made towards the inclusion of microbial data in this context, there is still
a need for better tools to quantify multispecies responses to environmental change. Here, we
extend the scope of Gradient Forest modelling beyond macroorganisms and small datasets to
the comprehensive polar soil microbiome encompassing >17, 000 sequence variants for
bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea throughout the hyperarid Vestfold Hills of Eastern
Antarctica. Quantification of microbial diversity against 79 physiochemical variables
revealed that whilst rank-order importance differed, predictors were broadly consistent
between domains, with greatest sharing occurring between bacteria and micro-eukarya.
Moisture was identified as the most robust predictor for shaping the regional soil
microbiome, with highest compositional turnover or “splits” occurring within the 10 – 12 %
moisture content range. Often the most responsive taxa were rarer lineages of bacteria and
micro-eukarya with phototrophic and nutrient-cycling capacities such as Cyanobacteria (up
to 61.81 % predictive capacity), Chlorophyta (62.17 %) and Ochrophyta (57.81 %). These
taxa are thus at greater risk of biodiversity loss or gain to projected climate trajectories, which
will inevitably disturb current ecosystem dynamics. Better understanding of these threshold
tipping points will positively aid conservation efforts across Eastern Antarctica. Furthermore,
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the successful implementation of an improved Gradient Forest model also presents an
exciting opportunity to broaden its use on microbial systems globally.

5.2

Introduction
Warming in the Antarctic drives the expansion and greater connectivity of its ice-free

habitats, which predominantly consist of soil microbiota (Lee et al., 2017). Amelioration of
environmental conditions such as increased soil moisture and nutrient content is expected to
alter current ecosystem dynamics (Chown et al., 2015; McGaughran, Laver and Fraser,
2021). However, it is difficult to predict the long-term impact of disturbance on community
composition and functionality, especially given the immense diversity of microorganisms
and their highly variable responses (Allison & Martiny, 2008; Cavicchioli et al., 2019;
Robinson et al., 2018 and 2020). This is further exacerbated by a general lack of available
studies, especially in Eastern Antarctica (Zhang et al., 2020). The hyperarid Vestfold Hills
comprise of low-lying hilly landscapes, built upon a mixture of unconsolidated rock and
unsorted debris left behind by the retreating East Antarctic Ice Sheet (Hirvas, Nenonen and
Quilty, 1993). Strewn throughout its glacially scoured basins are numerous bodies of water,
which have been the primary focus for biodiversity, evolutionary and ecological studies
(Laybourn-Parry and Bell, 2014; Wilkins et al., 2013). In contrast, its soil microbiome
remains poorly investigated (Zhang et al., 2020). Moving beyond descriptive reports, better
understanding on the relationship between soil microbial diversity and the edaphic
environment will be crucial towards achieving sound conservation planning and management
across terrestrial Antarctica (Bergstrom et al., 2020; Groves et al., 2002; Rath et al., 2018).
Soil micro-niches are highly variable and complex (Fierer, 2017). Shifts in microbial
community composition are expected to occur at extremely fine scales (Chong et al., 2015;
Cowan et al., 2014; Ferrari et al., 2016; Siciliano et al., 2014). Great interest therefore lies in
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quantifying key drivers of diversity and threshold tipping points along edaphic gradients,
which enables the formation of a solid basis for predicting shifts in response to complex
environmental change (Kennicutt II et al., 2014; Rath et al., 2018). This knowledge may then
be used to critically inform the designation of protected areas in order to effectively manage
Antarctica’s unique biodiversity (Lee et al., 2017). Inclusion of microorganisms, however,
has been rare in the development of Antarctic conservation frameworks as well as other
ecosystems around the globe (Cavicchioli et al., 2019; Hughes et al., 2015 and 2018). As
such, there is an increasingly urgent need to find or develop suitable methods to bridge this
conservation gap – one option being Gradient Forest (Ellis, Smith and Pitcher, 2012).
Based on an aggregation of Random Forest (Breiman, 2001), which only considers
the response of single species, Gradient Forest offers a flexible approach to explore
multispecies responses between biodiversity and the environment (Ellis, Smith and Pitcher,
2012). Accounting for complex interactions by fitting multiple regression models, Gradient
Forest quantifies the relative importance of different predictors and their non-linear
correspondence with community compositional turnover or “splits” along predictor
gradients, which can be upscaled across extensive geographic areas to define spatial groups
that capture variation in species composition and turnover (Stephenson et al., 2018). This
output may be used to critically inform conservation planning and management, especially
where biodiversity survey data is sparse (Pitcher et al., 2012). However, the application of
such modelling approaches has thus far been limited to studies on macroorganisms in forest
or marine ecosystems (Maguire et al., 2015; Pitcher et al., 2012; Stephenson et al., 2018).
Although microbial communities in Antarctic soils may be comparatively simple,
evidence suggests that physiochemical conditions may have the dominant role in shaping
microbial communities (Ji et al., 2015; Pudasaini et al., 2017; Siciliano et al., 2014). To
examine this hypothesis, we employ a modified Gradient Forest framework on polar soil
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bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea using reanalyzed 16S and 18S rRNA gene amplicon
sequence variants (ASVs) obtained from four sites (Adam’s Flat “AF”, Heidemann Valley
“HV”, Old Wallow “OW” and Rookery Lake “RL”) throughout the hyperarid Vestfold Hills
of Eastern Antarctica (Zhang et al., 2020). Doing so, we (1) quantify the relative importance
of 79 measured physiochemical predictors on the local and regional distribution of polar soil
microbial communities across the region; and (2) identify where any major compositional
shifts occur along important predictor gradients in order to define spatial boundaries and
abiotic thresholds. These outcomes will be used to prioritize sensitive areas for further
sampling and targeted microbial studies across the Vestfold Hills, with significant global
outreach to other arid soil environments.

5.3
5.3.1

Methods
Study area and sampling design
Sampling in the Vestfold Hills region (centered 68o55’ S, 78o25’ E) was performed

in 2012 by expeditioners via the Australian Antarctic Program (AAP) across four locations
within vicinity of the Australian Davis research station (68°35’ S, 77°58’ E) (Figure 5.1).
These include: Adams Flat (AF: 68°33’ S, 78°1’ E); Heidemann Valley (HV: 68°35’ S, 78°0’
E); Old Wallow (OW: 68°36’ S, 77°58’ E) and Rookery Lake (RL: 68°36’ S, 77°57’ E). At
each site, samples (n = 18) were taken from the top 10 cm of soil along three parallel transects
at the following distance points of 0, 2, 100, 102, 200 and 202 m (Siciliano et al., 2014). For
the purpose of this study, samples were not pooled but categorized into start (0/2 m), mid
(100/102 m) and end (200/202 m) according to their location along the transect.
5.3.2

Soil physiochemical analysis
All soils (n = 72) included in this study had been submitted by the Australian

Antarctic Division (AAD) for extensive physiochemical analysis using standard procedures
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as performed by Bioplatforms Australia (BPA). As described in Siciliano et al. (2014;
Appendix A. Supplementary Data) and Table S3, this includes the following: pH,
conductivity, moisture, aspect, elevation, slope, calcium “Ca”, magnesium “Mg”, potassium
“K”, sulfur “S”, total carbon “TC”, total nitrogen “TN”, total phosphorous “TP”, aluminum
“Al”, boron “B”, copper “Cu”, iron “Fe”, manganese “Mn”, zinc “Zn”, cation exchange
capacity, chloride “Cl”, bromide “Br”, nitrate “NO3”, nitrite “NO2”, phosphate “PO4”,
phosphorous “PO3”, sulphate “SO4”, sorting order, gravel, sand, mud, min grain size, max
grain size, aluminum oxide “Al2O3”, calcium oxide “CaO”, iron (III) oxide “Fe2O3”,
magnesium oxide “MgO”, manganese oxide “MnO”, phosphorous pentoxide “P2O5”,
potassium oxide “K2O”, sodium oxide “Na2O”, silicon oxide “SiO2”, sulfur trioxide “SO3”
and titanium oxide “TiO2”.
5.3.3

DNA extraction and Illumina amplicon sequencing
Soil samples were extracted in triplicate using the FASTDNA™ SPIN Kit for Soil

(MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA, US) and Qubit™ 4 Fluorometer (ThermoFisher Scientific,
NSW, Australia) as per manufacturers” instructions. Diluted DNA (1:10 using nuclease-free
water) was submitted to the Ramaciotti Centre for Genomics (UNSW Sydney, Australia) for
amplicon paired-end sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina, California, US)
with controls in accordance to protocols from the AusMicrobiome project (Bissett et al.,
2016). For bacteria and archaea, we respectively targeted the V1 – 3 hypervariable regions
of 16S rRNA gene sequences using the 27F/519R (Lane, 1991) and A2F/519R primer sets
(Reysenbach et al., 1995). For micro-eukarya, we targeted the V9 hypervariable region of
18S rRNA gene sequences using the 1391f /EukBr primer set (Amaral-Zettler et al., 2009).
5.3.4

Reprocessing of amplicon sequencing data
Forward and reverse primer sequences were removed from the raw fastq files using

cutadapt v2.10 (Martin, 2011). The trimmed paired end reads were merged using FLASH 2
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(Magoč & Salzberg, 2011) then converted into fasta format using SEQTK
(https://github.com/lh3/seqt). Individual files were concatenated and imported into
MOTHUR (Schloss et al., 2009) to screen the sequences, remove ambiguous bases and those
with homopolymer runs >8 bp. UPARSE/UNOISE2 (Edgar, 2013 and 2016) was then used
dereplicate and denoise the screened sequences, yielding a set of amplicon sequence variants
(ASVs – Callahan et al., 2017) and abundance count tables. For both 16S and 18S rRNA
amplicon gene datasets, taxonomy was classified against the SILVA database release 132
(Quast et al., 2013).
5.3.5

The R environment
All multivariate and statistical analyses were carried out in R Studio version 4.0.3 (R

Core Team, 2020). Unless specified otherwise, all plots were visualized using a combination
of ggplot2 v3.1.0 (Wickham, 2016) and ggpubr v0.2 (Kassambara, 2018).
5.3.6

Gradient Forest analysis in the R environment
Datasets were stored as individual phyloseq objects (McMurdie & Holmes, 2013).

These were prepared by normalizing the abundance data using DESeq2 (Love, Huber and
Anders, 2014), then agglomerating taxa at the phylum level and extracting defined metadata
variables as individual list elements for binary conversion and/or the removal of highly cocorrelated variables (R2 >0.7) using the cor function in R. The R package gradientForest (Ellis
et al., 2010) was called upon to fit the model (rp1 = 1000, corr.threshold = 0.5) to our
optimized list object and return a gradientForest object, which was used to generate a series
of plots: (1) predictor overall importance plots (shows mean accuracy importance and the
mean importance weighted by species R2); (2) species cumulative plots (shows cumulative
change in abundance of individual species, where changes occur on the gradient and the
species changing most on each gradient) and; (3) bi-plots (shows transformed predictors that
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have been classified into spatial groups, which capture variation in species composition and
turnover mapped onto biological and geographical space).

5.4
5.4.1

Results
Summary of input data for Gradient Forest analysis
In total, we recovered 51, 978, 909 bacterial 16S, 17, 994, 697 micro-eukaryotic 18S

and 5, 150, 065 archaeal 16S rRNA gene sequences from the high-throughput amplicon
sequencing of the Vestfold Hills soil microbiome (n = 72). After read-quality filtering, a total
of 51, 026, 375 bacterial sequences remained, which clustered into 12, 658 ASVs (Table
B.2). In terms of micro-eukarya, a total of 9, 630, 123 sequences remained after read-quality
filtering, which clustered into 1507 ASVs (Table B.2). Meanwhile, a total of 2, 159, 440
high-quality archaeal sequences were left and these clustered into 367 ASVs (Table B.2).
Good overall coverage was obtained for bacteria (average reads per sample = 75, 811) microeukarya (average reads per sample = 52, 785) and archaea (average reads per sample = 69,
703). All environmental parameters (79) were checked for normality and no transformations
were applied, though high-correlated variables (R2 >0.7) or those with incomplete data were
manually removed, resulting in 43 complete predictors (Table B.3).
5.4.2

Soil characteristics and phyla are distributed unevenly between and within sites
along spatially explicit transects
Overlap of samples on the environmental nMDS indicate that measured soil

physiochemical variables are generally conserved across the Vestfold Hills (Figure 5.1).
However, significant (ANOSIM P <0.05) local heterogeneity is still apparent, for example
elevation (R = 0.81), aspect (R = 0.45) and moisture (R = 0.27) amongst other nutrient-related
factors (Table 5.1). In terms of biodiversity, bubbleplots depicting the relative distribution
and abundance of bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea revealed that a handful of phyla
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dominate the regional soil microbiome (Figures 5.2 and B.1). These include members
belonging to the ubiquitous and metabolically diverse Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes,
Proteobacteria and Chloroflexi as well as a relatively high abundance (>60 %) of unclassified
micro-eukarya (Figure B.2a and b). Rarer phyla (<10 %) accounted for the main
phylogenetic difference amongst sites (Figures 5.2 and B.1), which include an uneven
distribution of Acidobacteria (start of AF transect), Cyanobacteria (start of RL transect), Ca.
Eremiobacterota (Start of HV transect) and micro-algae such as Ochrophyta (mid of OW
transect) and Chlorophyta (start of RL transect). In contrast, archaea were generally
consistent between and within sites (Figures 5.2c and B.1c). Overall, greatest phylogenetic
diversity was observed at OW (100/102 m) and RL (0/2 m) (Figure 5.2).
5.4.3

Moisture availability shapes the hyperarid Vestfold Hills soil microbiome
Overall importance plots generated from Gradient Forest analyses demonstrate that

rank-order importance differed but predictors were generally consistent between domains
(Figure 5.3). Moisture was identified as the most robust predictor in shaping the regional
soil microbiome, followed by nutrient-related factors (e.g., Br and K), pH and aspect amongst
other predictors of intermediate importance (Figure 5.3). On the local scale (Table 5.2),
differences between sites reflect local physiochemical variations (Table 5.1). Some examples
include calcium “Ca” at AF (Figure B.2), phosphate-related factors (e.g., PO4, P and TP) at
HV (Figure B.3), conductivity at OW (Figure B.4) and boron (B) content at RL (Figure
B.5). In general, aspect and trace elements (e.g., B, Zinc “Zn”, iron “Fe” and manganese
“Mn”) became more important as differentiating factors for local communities. Bacteria and
micro-eukarya generally shared a similar set of predictors whereas archaea remained largely
distinct, except at OW and RL (Figure 5.3 and Table B.2). Overall, the suite of
environmental variables predicted a relatively modest fraction of variation in the distribution
of polar soil bacteria (R2 = 0.009 – 0.732), micro-eukarya (R2 = 0.005 – 0.622) and archaea
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(R2 = 0.031 – 0.300) across the Vestfold Hills (Table B.1) of which these variables had some
predictive capacity (i.e., positive R2) for phyla on both regional (bacteria = 27, micro-eukarya
= 21, archaea = 2) and local (bacteria = 4 – 21, micro-eukarya = 2 – 12, archaea = 1 – 3)
scales (Tables B.1 and B.2).
5.4.4

Gradient responses and thresholds vary between domains and over different spatial
scales
Cumulative importance plots reveal that changes in diversity along edaphic gradients

were non-uniform and responses largely varied between phyla over both regional and local
scales (Figures 5.4 and B.2 – 5). For example, along the moisture gradient, many important
splits occurred in the range c. 10 – 12 % (Figure 5.4), indicating that high rates of
compositional turnover (e.g., Cyanobacteria, Ochrophyta and Chlorophyta) corresponded
with small changes in moisture content across the region (Figure 5.4a and b). All sites
sampled throughout the Vestfold Hills are extremely arid, with AF being the driest (2 % ± 2)
followed by HV (7 % ± 2) whilst soils at OW (8 % ± 4) and RL (8 % ± 4) retain higher
moisture content (Table 5.1). Higher abundances of Cyanobacteria, Ochrophyta and
Chlorophyta were detected at OW and RL (Figures 5.2a/b and B.1a/b). Similarly, along the
Br gradient, many important splits occurred in the range c. 5 – 15 ppm affecting regional
abundances of rarer phyla like Kiritimatiellaeota and Ichthyosporea (Figure 5.4a and b),
which were primarily distributed towards the middle (17.71 Br ppm) of the OW transect
(Figure 5.2a and b). Regarding archaea, particularly Thermoproteota (Figures 5.2c and
B.1c), its regional distribution and abundance did not change much along the K gradient
despite exhibiting a steep response c. 600 – 700 ppm (Figure 5.4c).
In comparison, notable differences in compositional responses were observed at finer
scales (Figures B.2 – 5). For instance, along the Ca gradient at AF, important splits occurred
in the range c. 100 – 1200 mg/kg (Figure B.2), affecting FBP (c. 0 – 200 Ca mg/kg) at steeper
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rates than Labyrinthulomycetes, Ochrophyta and unclassified archaea (c. 1000 – 1200 Ca
mg/kg), where higher abundances of FBP are distributed towards the start (329.34 Ca mg/kg)
and end (316.90 Ca mg/kg) of the AF transect (Figure 5.2a). Whilst at HV, along the PO4
gradient, important splits occurred in the range c. 2 – 8 ppm (Figure B.3), mainly affecting
Chloroflexi (c. 2 – 6 PO4 ppm) and Euryarchaeota (c. 6 – 8 PO4 ppm), with Chloroflexi
present in higher abundances towards the middle (5.56 PO4 ppm) of the HV transect (Figure
5.2a and c). Similarly, along the conductivity gradient at OW, important splits occurred in
the range c. 0 – 15, 000 uS/cm (Figure B.4), mainly affecting Deinococcus-Thermus (c. 7500
– 10, 000 uS/cm), Ochrophyta (c. 10, 000 – 15, 000 uS/cm) and Euryarchaeota (c. 2500 –
5000 uS/cm), where higher abundances of all three phyla were distributed towards the middle
(14, 600 uS/cm) of the OW transect (Figure 5.2). At RL, important splits along the B gradient
occurred in the range c. 0 – 12 mg/kg (Figure B.5), affecting Cyanobacteria (c. 2 – 4 B
mg/kg) and Chlorophyta (c. 0 – 2 B mg/kg) at steeper rates than Euryarchaeota (c. 6 – 10 B
mg/kg), where higher abundances of Cyanobacteria and Chlorophyta were detected towards
the start (0.97 B mg/kg) of the RL transect.
5.4.5

Classification of spatial groups for regional conservation planning
Mapping of expected biodiversity patterns based on information about gradient

responses and thresholds previously stored in cumulative importance curves identified an
average of two-to-four spatial groups on both regional and local scales (Figures 5.5 and B.6
– 8). For the most part, the Vestfold Hills soil microbiome appeared to be a fairly
homogeneous environment though greater heterogeneity in compositional response and
overall phylogenetic diversity was detected at OW and RL (Figures 5.2 and 5.5). In
particular, their soil bacterial and micro-eukaryotic components situated towards the start
(RL; Figure 5.5b) and middle (OW; Figure 5.5a and b) of the transects where retainment
of soil moisture (11 – 12 %) is highest in the region (Table 5.1). On finer scales (Figures
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B.6 – 8), biological responses were notably more heterogenous with visible boundaries
between the start, middle and end of transects – aspect playing a key role. However, when
taking into consideration sample size and variation, predictive power remains overall more
useful on the broad regional scale for identifying priority areas for further studies.

5.5

Discussion
Robust discrimination of key drivers underlying biogeographic patterns of polar soil

microbial communities offered by Gradient Forest make it well suited as primary input
towards systematic conservation planning across the hyperarid Vestfold Hills. Distinctive
gradient responses and thresholds for bacterial and micro-eukaryotic communities at Old
Wallow (OW) and Rookery Lake (RL) should led to the prioritization of these two East
Antarctic sites as conservation targets for further sampling (Figures 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5). More
in-depth studies, however, are needed to critically inform potential management actions.
Nonetheless, our findings provide a baseline for anticipating shifts in microbial response to
ameliorated conditions as consequence of regional warming (Robinson et al., 2020;
McGaughran, Laver and Fraser, 2021).
Environmental shaping of the hyperarid Vestfold Hills soil microbiome is primarily
driven by variances in moisture throughout the region (Figure 5.3), which is largely regulated
by extrinsic factors such as temperature (Delgado-Baquerizo et al. 2018). Along the regional
moisture gradient (Figure 5.4), strongest rates of compositional turnover were observed for
rarer lineages of bacteria (e.g., Cyanobacteria) and micro-eukarya (e.g., Chlorophyta and
Ochrophyta) with phototrophic and/or nutrient-cycling capacities such as nitrogen and
hydrogen metabolism (Bothe et al., 2010; Fernandes et al., 2016; Fuerst & Sagulenko 2012;
Lea-Smith et al., 2016). These taxa were found in relatively high abundances at OW and RL
(Figures 5.2 and B.1), likely due to the presence of meltwater lakes and stochastic nutrient
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inputs from wildlife (Huang & Zhu, 2009). Projected warming trends may favor the rapid
growth of photosynthetic potential across terrestrial Antarctica (Bay, Greening and Ferrari,
2018). An example being in the form of microalgal blooms near bird or seal colonies, like
those at OW and RL, which may also act as important terrestrial carbon sinks (Gray et al.,
2020). Cascading effects from this hypothetical scenario would inevitably disturb current
ecosystem dynamics, especially when taking into consideration that <0.1 % of the frigid
landmass is vegetated (Fretwell et al., 2011). Therefore, placing extreme selective pressure
against chemoautrophic lineages (e.g., Actinobacteria, Ca. Eremiobacterota and Ca.
Dormibacterota) and thereby leading to potential competition for dominance between
primary production strategies across Eastern Antarctica (Bay et al., 2021; Bay et al., 2021;
Ji et al., 2017; Ray et al., 2020).
Ecosystem resilience, however, remains a poorly understood concept due to the lack
of empirical data (Allison & Martiny, 2008). As such, it is unknown whether compositional
changes will also affect functionality nor the extent to which it drives biodiversity gain or
loss over larger spatial scales, especially within the context of a warming Antarctica (Lee et
al., 2017). Outputs from Gradient Forest analyses provided some predictive capacity, up to
73.2 % in some cases for bacteria and micro-eukarya depending on spatial scale (Table B.1),
but offered limited resolution on archaea across the hyperarid Vestfold Hills. This suggests
that the environment may not be the primary driver of distributions and compositions for
some taxa. As such, spatial planning and management activities also need to consider these
other processes that drive biodiversity patterns (Pitcher et al., 2012). However, further
sampling and individual site-level studies are necessary to draw more explicit conclusions –
by starting at OW and RL.
Building upon previous work highlighting the unique microbial biodiversity found in
Eastern Antarctica (Zhang et al., 2020), we advance methods to better apprehend their key
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edaphic drivers and threshold tipping points on multiple scales. Increased capacity of
Gradient Forest to model strain-level data enables the integration of diverse microbial
communities in Antarctic conservation and management actions, including the development
of new protected areas (Hughes, Cowan and Wilmotte, 2015), thus taking a crucial step
towards achieving sound conservation and management across terrestrial Antarctica
(Cavicchioli et al., 2019; Hughes, Cowan and Wilmotte, 2015). Moreover, our modified
Gradient Forest framework will also be valuable for assessing disturbance, rehabilitation and
restoration within other terrestrial environments around the globe.
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5.7

Main figures and tables

Figure 5.1 | Overview of the four sampling sites (AF, HV, OW and RL) throughout the hyperarid Vestfold Hills in Eastern Antarctica as presented
by (a) map (AAD map catalogue No. 14, 399), (b) satellite image (Quantarctica v3 GIS package in QGIS 3.4.7) and (c) environmental nMDS.
Measured soil physiochemical variables (79) are generally conserved across the region with visible overlap amongst all sites, especially between OW, HV
and RL whereas greater variability is observed for samples at AF.

Figure 5.2 | Relative distribution of each phylum across the Vestfold Hills region for polar soil (a) bacteria, (b) micro-eukarya and (c) archaea,
where start (0/2 m), mid (100/102 m) and end (200/202 m) indicate the position of samples along transects at each site. Phyla are unevenly distributed
across the region and within sites along their respective transects, with greatest phylogenetic diversity observed at OW (mid) and RL (start).
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Figure 5.3 | Overall importance (R2 weighted) of predictors driving regional distributions of polar soil (a) bacteria, (b) micro-eukarya and (c)
archaea across the Vestfold Hills. The suite of environmental variables predicted a moderate fraction of variation in regional species distribution. Although
rank-order importance differed, most predictors were relatively consistent across the three domains, especially between bacteria and micro-eukarya. Soil
moisture and nutrient-related factors (e.g., Br and K) along with pH were identified as the most robust predictors of regional diversity.
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Figure 5.4 | Cumulative plots visualizing species turnover or “splits” along gradients of the top five most robust predictors for the regional
distribution of polar soil (a) bacteria, (b) micro-eukarya and (c) archaea across the Vestfold Hills, where each line denotes a separate phylum and
steeper slopes indicate higher rates of composition turnover. Splits along environments gradients were generally non-uniform, indicating variables rates
of change in species composition. More pronounced transitions were observed for bacteria (e.g., Kiritimatiellaeota, Cyanobacteria, Spirochetes and
Gemmatimonadetes) and micro-eukarya (e.g., Ochrophyta, Ichthyosporea, Chlorophyta and Rotifera). For bacteria, notable splits occurred between the
following ranges: c. 5–15 bromide “Br” (ppm), c. 10–12 % moisture, c. 7.0–7.5 pH, c. 0–5 boron “B” (mg/kg) and at 50/2000 aspect (degree). For microeukarya, notable splits occurred between the following ranges: c. 10–12 % moisture, c. 10–15 Br ppm, c. 2 B mg/kg, c. 1500–1600 total phosphorous “TP”
(mg/kg) and c. 50 potassium “K” (ppm). For archaea, notable splits occurred between the following ranges: c. 600–700 K ppm, c. 0–5 phosphate “PO4”
(ppm), c. 250 aluminum “Al” (mg/kg), c. 100 manganese “Mn” (mg/kg) and c. 0/1000 aspect.

Figure 5.5 | Biological and geographical bi-plots classifying spatial groups for polar soil
(a) bacteria (3), (b) micro-eukarya (3) and (c) archaea (2) across the Vestfold Hills (n =
72), where different colors capture variations in species composition and turnover. Spatial
patterns of turnover in soil biodiversity across the region described by cluster classification are
strongly related to moisture content and nutrient-related factors, except for archaea. Greater
heterogeneity in response groups were generally observed at OW (mid of transect for bacteria
and micro-eukarya) and RL (start of transect for micro-eukarya and end of transect for archaea).

Table 5.1 | Summary of complete environmental predictors averaged (n = 18) between sites. Where start (0/2 m), mid (100/102 m) and end (200/202
m) indicate position of samples (n = 6) along the transects and (*) denotes a significant (P <0.05) difference for that variable between sites based on
ANOSIM using 9999 permutations.

Aspect (Degree)
Conductivity
(uS/cm)
Elevation (m)
Moisture (%)
Slope (Degree)
pH
TC (mg/kg)
TN (mg/kg)
TP (mg/kg)
Al (mg/kg)
B (mg/kg)
Ca (mg/kg)
Cu (mg/kg)
Fe (mg/kg)
K (mg/kg)
Mg (mg/kg)
Mn (mg/kg)
P (mg/kg)
S (mg/kg)
Zn (mg/kg)
Cation Exchange
Capacity
Cl (ppm)
Br (ppm)
NO3 (ppm)
NO2 (ppm)
PO4 (ppm)
SO4 (ppm)
Sorting Order

Start
61.15

AF
Middle
41.68

End
310.10

Start
337.85

HV
Middle
18.43

End
75.14

Start
131.01

OW
Middle
158.63

End
277.16

Start
225.36

RL
Middle
164.28

End
105.69

R
0.21

ANOSIM
Significance
*

2015.40

4820.50

1290.33

2768.50

583.33

1864.00

3958.78

14600.00

524.33

469.00

2917.50

5798.33

0.04

*

4.38
2.00
0.83
7.96
1564.30
171.60
1244.00
96.03
4.11
329.34
5.33
275.37
118.58
154.85
9.51
9.85
269.81
0.82

2.86
4.00
0.97
8.22
1795.50
120.17
938.33
135.43
5.51
2299.63
4.87
333.10
217.38
546.72
7.35
5.20
1024.98
1.83

1.78
1.00
0.37
7.72
986.93
116.83
833.33
82.80
3.51
316.90
4.48
215.77
80.40
223.59
6.10
12.30
233.21
0.89

8.59
9.00
1.79
8.23
1545.83
136.33
743.33
197.25
3.67
601.60
11.44
213.41
164.00
471.73
15.76
20.76
196.87
2.26

11.45
7.00
2.94
9.48
1550.50
145.50
748.33
194.66
7.10
693.92
6.59
174.55
261.35
307.32
22.73
21.16
99.92
1.21

15.01
6.00
1.11
8.83
2044.83
138.33
696.67
159.78
5.48
2219.56
8.25
199.12
191.21
568.99
22.60
13.72
1173.89
1.29

19.77
6.00
3.54
8.80
4157.50
285.50
788.33
147.95
9.79
5782.99
8.99
243.42
195.96
697.51
28.97
9.53
3881.96
1.52

18.31
11.00
0.29
8.45
4447.50
266.67
648.33
188.51
3.25
3670.79
13.35
226.68
440.01
2963.35
56.70
10.58
264.35
2.97

18.61
6.00
2.01
8.05
3223.00
358.33
686.67
216.94
1.70
396.78
11.87
251.97
88.79
383.81
16.45
6.78
35.21
1.29

8.28
12.00
2.48
7.00
1195.12
124.83
1900.00
173.02
0.97
173.90
7.81
300.62
103.36
193.26
32.87
25.85
38.12
1.66

14.62
4.00
3.96
8.77
1459.33
221.67
1600.00
151.55
10.02
1795.49
7.40
158.59
460.62
484.50
21.01
63.11
1048.45
1.38

13.50
6.00
3.30
8.10
1589.33
158.33
1466.67
273.42
4.06
557.96
6.32
199.00
692.49
750.64
76.13
19.30
328.13
1.73

0.81
0.27
0.45
0.09
0.21
0.15
0.45
0.20
0.02
0.06
0.16
0.05
0.15
0.11
0.30
0.30
0.00
0.12

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

34.32

58.21

31.30

42.22

33.33

43.13

70.45

117.35

30.57

28.18

48.71

61.59

0.06

*

1531.91
1.52
8.99
0.38
1.95
726.99
0.42

5622.63
8.93
17.68
0.36
0.15
1836.16
0.45

817.52
1.47
12.64
0.26
3.93
578.58
0.48

3196.87
0.37
5.25
0.43
2.30
606.20
0.30

317.26
0.15
0.82
0.15
5.56
242.95
0.25

945.63
0.20
1.53
0.33
1.49
947.53
0.29

2902.92
0.91
13.96
0.18
0.98
3575.38
0.25

3449.04
17.71
2.22
0.15
0.15
576.60
0.29

79.32
0.40
2.91
0.15
1.57
69.33
0.29

332.59
1.20
1.55
0.15
4.89
77.83
0.34

868.48
2.18
26.75
0.25
7.14
362.88
0.26

3138.66
3.89
34.00
0.37
2.28
497.56
0.25

0.01
0.18
0.09
0.01
0.11
0.02
0.37

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Gravel (%)
Sand (%)
Mud (%)
Min Grain Size
(uM)
Max Grain Size
(uM)
Al2O3 (%)
CaO (%)
Fe2O3 (%)
MgO (%)
MnO (%)
P2O5 (%)
K2O (%)
Na2O (%)
SiO2 (%)
TiO2 (%)
SO3 (%)

7.22
81.23
11.55

7.82
86.21
5.98

11.12
84.00
4.88

11.17
58.49
30.34

9.22
61.96
28.82

16.47
65.12
18.41

8.26
75.28
16.45

5.44
55.68
38.88

9.44
71.12
19.45

6.27
73.48
20.25

14.90
64.67
20.42

15.78
54.79
29.43

0.04
0.27
0.26

*
*

8.67

12.31

19.17

2.23

1.85

2.57

4.00

1.31

3.80

5.28

2.13

1.47

0.22

*

934.31

1029.35

1301.10

838.88

831.73

1044.43

1082.24

520.00

902.19

936.33

1001.42

1030.22

0.10

*

13.92
5.28
8.13
4.16
0.12
0.24
1.53
3.52
62.17
0.85
0.09

13.43
5.54
8.19
4.19
0.12
0.19
1.41
3.68
62.02
0.82
0.36

14.12
5.16
7.28
3.87
0.11
0.19
1.50
3.54
63.71
0.74
0.08

13.42
5.07
8.96
4.52
0.13
0.20
1.57
3.18
61.97
0.84
0.09

13.50
5.16
9.59
4.82
0.14
0.19
1.63
2.91
61.13
0.89
0.06

13.42
5.51
9.72
4.76
0.15
0.18
1.47
2.84
60.95
0.85
0.30

13.03
5.61
9.73
4.79
0.14
0.20
1.45
2.88
59.75
0.87
1.05

12.57
5.38
8.18
4.72
0.13
0.18
1.63
4.03
60.84
0.76
0.10

13.70
4.73
10.44
4.84
0.14
0.18
1.57
2.75
60.64
0.90
0.05

14.99
5.65
9.73
4.21
0.12
0.46
2.05
3.82
58.21
1.16
0.06

14.31
5.50
9.53
4.40
0.12
0.36
2.25
3.66
58.47
1.05
0.47

15.09
4.81
9.93
4.80
0.13
0.36
2.53
4.17
56.83
1.00
0.12

0.46
0.05
0.35
0.35
0.19
0.41
0.42
0.39
0.44
0.39
0.00

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Table 5.2 | Top five most robust predictors for local distributions of polar soil bacteria,
micro-eukarya and archaea. Where shaded boxes indicate sharing of predictor(s) across two
or more domains.

AF

HV

OW

RL

Bacteria
Aspect
Moisture
Ca
Zn
S
PO4
Mg
P
Cation Exchange
Capacity
TC
Conductivity
Aspect
pH
P
B
Fe
B
pH
Aspect
S

Micro-eukarya
Ca
Aspect
Moisture
S
Fe
TP
Cl
SO4

Archaea
Zn
pH
Ca
NO2
SO4
Aspect
pH
PO4

Aspect

Mn

P
Conductivity
Aspect
P
NO3
B
B
S
Aspect
Fe
pH

Fe
Conductivity
B
NO3
P
Aspect
B
NO3
S
P
TP

6 CHAPTER III LINK

6.1

Link to thesis
In chapter II, we focused on niche theory. Now, we consider the seldom-investigated

role of neutrality (i.e., stochastic or ‘random’ processes), namely dispersal and its limitation
on shaping the polar soil microbiome. Despite growing recognition on the importance of
neutral processes in light of environmental change, aerobiology over Antarctica still remains
a fairly new initiative (Pearce et al., 2016). To kickstart this momentum, we explore the
influence of wind-driven dispersal on shaping the microbial landscape across the Windmill
Islands and hyperarid Vestfold Hills – two East Antarctic regions with distinct soil
microbiomes, climates and geoglacial histories. Improved clarity on how wind sustains life

in these isolated soil communities may allow us to better predict microbiome resilience
against newly arriving taxa when the ecological barrier around Antarctica breaks down.
This research has been submitted to ISME Communications on 22/11/21:
Zhang E., Powell J., Terauds A., Benaud N., Wilkins D., Montgomery K., Ferrari
B.C. (2021) Windblown sediments readily disperse microbes and minerals across polar
deserts but travel restrictions apply. ISME Communications.
6.2
6.2.1

Overview
Approach
We combined a dust amplicon survey (n = 25) with two high-end modelling

approaches to explore the influence of aeolian processes on polar soil bacteria, micro-eukarya
and archaea across eight East Antarctic sites (n = 72). Historic wind data (1970 – 2021) was
collated from the Australian Casey (Windmill Islands) and Davis (Vestfold Hills) research
stations then fed through the NOAA HYSPLIT model (Stein et al., 2015) to determine
prevailing wind direction. The nature of grains in transport were characterized based on dust
biodiversity profiles and soil chemistry of potential source/sink locations. Metacommunities
(i.e., a set of local communities linked by the dispersal of multiple potentially interacting
species) were defined on both regional and local scales using a two-stage estimation approach
(Powell et al., 2015). Resulting effect sizes (median and IDR) and their deviation from the
null hypothesis were compared to infer the extent of dispersal limitation.
6.2.2

Results
Hypothetical mixing of air masses was predominantly localized (70 – 90 %),

circulating from the Windmill Islands west towards the Vestfold Hills. On the intracontinental scale, the latter was identified as a potentially sensitive sink location for
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windblown sediments carrying reactive material such as microbes and minerals. Extremely
low biomass was detected in our dust samples, indicating that the aerosphere is a strongly
selective environment that limits dispersal due to its ultra-oligotrophic nature. Likewise,
through comparisons of metacommunity estimates, dispersal also appeared to be limited by
deposition habitat characteristics such as topography (e.g., physical barriers) and abiotic
constraints (e.g., soil mineral deficiencies). Dispersal limitation varied in magnitude between
taxonomic groups (bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea) and over different spatial scales,
with green algae (i.e., Chlorophyta) exhibiting a particularly high propensity for dispersal.
6.2.3

Conclusion
Aerobiology is an innovative approach to monitor ecosystem change. Though wind

is largely considered to be stochastic and extrinsically controlled, exploring its influence on
current ecosystem dynamics enables us to predict how successional trajectories may play out
as atmospheric exchange over Antarctica opens up to the global microbial reservoir (Debray
et al., 2021).
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7

WINDBLOWN SEDIMENTS READILY DISPERSE
MICROBES AND MINERALS ACROSS POLAR
DESERTS BUT TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS APPLY

7.1

Abstract
Aeolian processes are tightly linked to spatiotemporal change of soils in arid

environments, such as terrestrial Antarctica, but the influence of wind upon the edaphic
microbiome is seldom investigated. Better understanding of how dispersal shapes ecosystem
resilience is especially pertinent in light of environmental change, which is predicted to
increase the variability of global atmospheric circulation. Increased dispersal opportunities
may subsequently facilitate invasion of Antarctica by alien species from lower latitudes and
disturb current ecosystem dynamics resulting in potential biodiversity loss. Here, we combine
dust biodiversity profiles, metacommunity estimates and particulate trajectory modelling
with historic climate data to explore the influence of wind-driven dispersal across the soil
microbial landscape of the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills in Eastern Antarctica. Mixing
of air masses was predominantly localized, with the Vestfold Hills identified as a potentially
sensitive sink location for windblown sediments on the intra-continental scale. Dispersal
appeared to be limited by a combination of physical barriers and strong environmental
filtering, which we hypothesize occurs in two stages: (1) during air transit and (2) upon soil
deposition. Magnitude of limitation varied between taxa and over different spatial scales,
with micro-eukaryotic communities in the Vestfold Hills being the most strongly dispersal
limited. High dispersal propensity of Chlorophyta (>75 %) generated new insights on the
potential implications of wind-driven dispersal, such as micro-algal blooms, for predicting
soil microbiome response and stability as Antarctica becomes more hospitable.
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7.2

Introduction
Microbial biogeography is fundamentally niche-driven but there has been increasing

recognition for the larger role of stochasticity, namely dispersal and its limitation, in some
ecosystems (Hanson et al., 2012; Pearce et al., 2016; Scheffer, van Nes and Vergnon, 2018;
Zhang et al., 2020). Characterized by extreme aridity, low vegetation cover and a constant
supply of granular material, aeolian processes have profound effects on the movement of
sediments across the windswept landscapes of terrestrial Antarctica (Archer et al., 2019;
Chong, Pearce and Convey, 2015; Chown et al., 2015; Okin, Gillette and Herrick, 2006).
Prior emphasis has been placed on the McMurdo Dry Valleys (MDV) whilst other coastal
regions of Eastern Antarctica have typically been overlooked (Atkins & Dunbar, 2009;
Bottos et al., 2014; Deuerling et al., 2014; Diaz et al., 2018; Dunbar, Bertler and McKay,
2009; Herbold et al., 2014). Through broader geographic studies, we can begin to understand
how wind-driven dispersal may sustain life within isolated communities that are microbially
dominated. This, in turn, will potentially allow us to better predict priority effects and their
successional trajectories as the current climate regime changes and foreign microbes arrive
in Antarctic soils (Archer et al., 2019; Debray et al., 2021; Fraser et al., 2018).
Prevailing winds around the Antarctic perimeter are largely unidirectional due to the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) but continental wind regimes can vary in path,
frequency and magnitude between regions (Chong, Pearce and Convey, 2015; Pearce et al.,
2016). For example, the Vestfold Hills and aptly named Windmill Islands of Eastern
Antarctica – two low-lying coastal regions with distinct soil microbiomes, climates and
geoglacial histories (Gasparon et al., 2007; O’ Brien et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2020). Climate
at the Windmill Islands is ‘frigid-Antarctic’ whereas the Vestfold Hills are relatively mild in
comparison being described as ‘cold-polar’ (Gasparon et al., 2007; O’Brien et al., 2015).
Due to their distance from the continental ice sheet, the Vestfold Hills are largely shielded
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from katabatics, though strong gusts are occasionally recorded around the margins (Hirvas,
Nenonen and Quilty, 1993). In contrast, high velocity katabatic winds regularly bring mineral
dust with varying constituents from the continental interior to the Windmill Islands (Chong,
Pearce and Convey, 2015). Subsequent mixing of air masses could complicate the influence
of aeolian dispersal on the East Antarctic soil microbiome.
Distribution of windblown material throughout Antarctica is predominantly locally
sourced from marine origin or the abrasion of exposed bedrock (Deuerling et al., 2014; Gore,
Snape and Leishman, 2003; Scherer et al., 2016; Mackintosh et al., 2011). The primary
ecological consequences of aeolian processes are often enhanced landscape connectivity and
ecosystem revitalization. Wind may serve as the sole input of new nutrients and solutes or
even microbes to remote locations like the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Transantarctic Mountains
and Mount Erebus during seasonal melt (Diaz et al., 2018; Herbold et al., 2014; Scherer et
al., 2016). For example, marine diatoms and photosynthetic snow algae as well as bryophytes
(i.e., mosses and lichens) and invertebrates (i.e., mites, springtails and aphids) (Flø & Hågvar,
2013; Scherer et al., 2016; Segawa et al., 2018). At the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills,
however, we can also expect stochastic nutrient inputs from wildlife (e.g., penguins) to be
contending influences over time, particularly at some sites in the Vestfold Hills (Huang &
Zhu, 2009). Better understanding of how different ecosystem states are affected by the arrival
of new or old reactive material provides clues on successional patterns after disturbance
within an ecosystem, which may be used to critically inform restoration practices in a
changing environment (Debray et al., 2021).
In this study, we combine dust samples, modelling approaches and regional climate
data from Casey (Windmill Islands) and Davis (Vestfold Hills) research stations to assess the
impact of locally redistributed biomaterial on existing dynamics of polar soil bacteria, microeukarya and archaea throughout Eastern Antarctica with aims to: (1) determine prevailing
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wind type and direction from a source point using the NOAA HYSPLIT model (Stein et al.,
2015); (2) characterize the nature of dust in transport, including associated taxa and potential
source/deposition habitat characteristics and (3) compare metacommunity estimates using a
null model approach to infer dispersal limitation (Powell et al., 2015). Greater consideration
on the impact of dispersal in more microbial studies significantly improves our understanding
of ecosystem resilience, especially within a global context.

7.3
7.3.1

Methods
Dust sample collection and total DNA extraction from swab tips
A total of 25 dust samples were collected using sterile cotton-tipped swabs

(L241906133, Copan Interpath, VIC, Australia) from the upper-surfaces of door frames on
building locations at three East Antarctic sites in the Windmill Islands; Casey station (66°28’
S, 110°59’ E; 5 buildings, n = 11), Wilkes station (66°15’ S, 110°37’ E; 6 buildings, n = 10)
and Browning Peninsula hut (66°27’ S, 110°32’ E; 1 building, n = 4), during the 2019/2020
summer season (Figure C.1). Swabs were stored for ~4 months at -20 oC prior to DNA
extraction. Total DNA was extracted from the 25 dust samples, as well as three unused swabs
(L241906133, Copan Interpath) to act as negative controls, using the FastDNA SPIN kit for
soil (MP Biomedicals, NSW, Australia). To protect samples from local contamination, all
swab manipulations and extractions were performed in a Class II biological safety cabinet
(Gelair BH-EN2004, NSW, Australia). Swab cotton tips were broken off using sterile
tweezers and placed into the lysing matrix tubes. Extractions then proceeded according to the
manufacturer’s directions with the following adjustments: all centrifugations were performed
at 10 oC; DNA was eluted using 60 µL elution buffer (Qiagen, Australia) following a 5 min
incubation at 55 oC; and the final centrifugation was performed for 2 min. DNA was
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quantified (Table C.2) with the Qubit™ dsDNA HS Assay Kit using the Qubit 4 Fluorometer
(ThermoFisher Scientific, NSW, Australia), and stored at -80 oC until further use.
7.3.2

Amplification and barcoding of bacterial 16S rRNA and ITS2 genes by PCR
The V3 – 4 regions of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene was amplified by PCR with the

addition of Illumina-specific barcode adaptors for sequencing. Reaction mixtures comprised
5 µL 10X Takara Ex Taq buffer (Mg2+ plus) (20mM) (Scientifix, VIC, Australia), 4 µL
Takara dNTP mixture (2.5mM each), 0.4µM of each primer Illumina341F: 5’TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG-CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG and
Illumina

806R:

5’-TCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG-

GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC, 1.25 units of Takara Ex Taq® hot start polymerase,
approximately 2–4 ng of DNA and Ultrapure™ water to 50 µL (Invitrogen). Thermocycler
conditions comprised 25 cycles of 98 oC for 10 s, 60 oC for 30 s, 72 oC for 30 s, followed by
a final extension of 72 oC for 1 min. For the internal transcribed spacer 2 gene (ITS2),
amplification and barcoding was performed using reaction mixtures of 5 µL 10X Takara Ex
Taq buffer, 4 µL Takara dNTP mixture, 0.4 µM of each primer IlluminaITS3: 5’TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGCATCGATGAAGAACGCAGC

and

IlluminaITS4:

5’-

GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGTCCTCCGCTTATTRATATGC, 1.25 units of Takara Ex Taq hot start polymerase, 2–4 ng of
DNA and water to 50 µL. Thermocycler conditions for ITS2 were 35 cycles of 98 oC for 10
s, 60 oC for 30 s, 72 oC for 30 s, followed by a final extension of 72 oC for 1 min. PCR
products for dust swab samples and negative controls were submitted to the Australian Centre
for Ecogenomics (QLD, Australia) for sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq platform.
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7.3.3

Processing of amplicon sequencing data from dust samples
Forward and reverse primer sequences were removed from the raw fastq files using

cutadapt v2.10 (Martin, 2011). The trimmed paired end reads were merged using FLASH2
(Magoč & Salzberg, 2011) then converted into fasta format using SEQTK
(https://github.com/lh3/seqtk). Individual files were concatenated and imported into
MOTHUR (Schloss et al., 2009) to screen the sequences, remove ambiguous bases and those
with homopolymer runs > 8bp. UPARSE/UNOISE2 (Edgar, 2013 and 2016) was then used
dereplicate and denoise the screened sequences, yielding a set of amplicon sequence variants
(ASVs – Callahan et al., 2017) and abundance count tables. For bacteria, taxonomy was
classified against the SILVA v3.21.1 SSU rRNA database (Quast et al., 2013) whilst ITS2
sequences

were

classified

against

the

online

ITS2

database

(http://its2.bioapps.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de). Any OTUs (n >0) found in the negative
controls were manually removed.
7.3.4

Summary of output data from dust sample sequencing
In total, we recovered 641, 542 bacterial 16S rRNA and 1, 579, 188 ITS2 gene

sequences from the high-throughput amplicon sequencing of dust samples (n = 25). After
read-quality filtering, a total of 539, 161 bacterial sequences remained, which clustered into
1518 ASVs. In terms of ITS2, a total of 39, 356 sequences remained after read-quality
filtering, which clustered into 78 ASVs. Good overall coverage was obtained for bacteria
(average reads per sample = 19, 256) and ITS2 (average reads per sample = 2315). For ITS2,
after the removal of sequences (total = 7741) detected in the negative controls, 76 ASVs
remained. For bacteria, after the removal of sequences (total = 525, 245) detected in the
negative controls, 992 ASVs remained.
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7.3.5

R environment
All multivariate and statistical analyses were carried out in the R environment (R

Core Team, 2021). Unless specified otherwise, all plots were visualized using a combination
of ggplot2 v3.1.0 (Wickham, 2016) and ggpubr v0.2 (Kassambara, 2018).
7.3.6

Particulate trajectory modelling using NOAA HYSPLIT
Archived wind data from the global NCEP/NAR reanalysis project (200501, 201101

and

202001)

was

fed

through

the

NOAA

HYSPLIT

model

(https://www.ready.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php) starting from two locations (i.e., Casey
“66.28210 S, 110.52850 E” and Davis “68.57620 S, 77.96960 E” research stations) on a 1.0 x
1.0 grid. This approach was used to estimate the frequency of backward and forward
trajectories (i.e., depiction of airflow patterns to/from a source point) of particles
hypothetically released for 315 hours (measured at 24-hour intervals) in order to help explain
how, where, and when materials are atmospherically transported, dispersed and deposited.
Particulate release in the model was set to altitudes of 500 and 3000 m to allow for adequate
vertical mixing in the atmosphere during transport and to mimic long-range transport.
7.3.7

Soil sampling locations and physiochemical analyses
Sampling in the Windmill Islands was performed in 2005 by expeditioners via the

Australian Antarctic Program (AAP) at four locations surrounding the Australian Casey
research station. These locations include: Mitchell Peninsula (MP: 66°31’ S, 110°59’ E);
Browning Peninsula (BP: 66°27’ S, 110°32’ E); Robinson Ridge (RR: 66°22’ S, 110°35’ E)
and Herring Island (HI: 66°24’ S, 110°39’ E). Approximately 1400 km to the west lie the
Vestfold Hills. Sampling here was performed in 2012 by expeditioners via the AAP across
four locations throughout the VH region surrounding the Australian Davis research station.
These locations include: Adams Flat (AF: 68°33’ S, 78°1’ E); Heidemann Valley (HV:
68°35’ S, 78°0’ E); Old Wallow (OW: 68°36’ S, 77°58’ E) and Rookery Lake (RL: 68°36’
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S, 77°57’ E). At each site, soils (n = 18) were taken along three parallel transects following
a nested geospatial sampling design (Siciliano et al., 2014). As described in van Dorst et al.
(2014), soils were previously submitted for extensive chemical and physical analyses:
including total nutrient content by combustion and NDIR gas analysis; particle sizes by laser
scatter; and major elemental elements by XRF analysis.
7.3.8

Summary of reanalyzed input data for assemblage modelling
A total of 7, 392, 571 bacterial 16S, 773, 125 micro-eukaryotic 18S and 13, 373, 000

archaeal 16S rRNA gene sequences were recovered from the high-throughput amplicon
sequencing of soil samples (n = 144) throughout eight East Antarctic sites (Figure C.1a and
b). High-quality reads were clustered into 15, 139 bacterial, 730 micro-eukaryotic and 518
archaeal ASVs. Good overall coverage was obtained for bacteria (average reads per sample
= 51, 338), micro-eukarya (average reads per sample = 5369) and archaea (average reads per
sample = 92, 869).
7.3.9

Dispersal limitation of soil microbial communities inferred from metacommunity
estimates
A metacommunity is a set of local communities that are linked by the dispersal of

multiple potentially interacting species, which we defined on the local scale. This null model
approach assumes that environmental variation is unimportant during community assembly.
Customized PARI/GP input files were generated for a subset of reanalyzed bacterial, microeukaryotic

and

archaeal

community

datasets

using

R

scripts

available

at

https://bitbucket.org/jrpowell/neutralnullmodels_r2gp (Powell et al., 2015). A two-stage
estimation using paramEst with 1000 replicates (95% confidence interval) calculated the
biodiversity and immigration/dispersal parameters for each group as raw OTU abundances,
initially for individual sites then combined according to geographic region. These estimates
were then used to simulate the outcomes of neutral community assembly, from which we
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extracted the central tendency (median) and inter-decile range (IDR) of distributions of BrayCurtis similarities expected when neutral processes dominate community assembly and to
calculate the effect sizes associated with deviations from this null hypothesis.

7.4
7.4.1

Results
Mixing of air masses is predominantly localized
Theoretical models of emission and transport for biological particles in the

atmosphere, over the specified time period, predicted a relatively low (<1 %) frequency of
exchange between Antarctic and non-polar air (Figure 7.1). Mixing was predominantly
localized (70 – 90 %), with particles travelling differently at both heights quantified (at 500
and 3000 m). There was moderate exchange (10 – 30 %) of air masses occurring between
Casey (Windmill Islands) and Davis (Vestfold Hills) research stations following the westerly
circumpolar flow as indicated by forward trajectories (Figure 7.1a, b, e and f). On the intracontinental scale, the Vestfold Hills was identified as a potentially sensitive sink location for
windblown sediments arriving locally from the Windmill Islands (Figure 7.1i) – despite most
of it ending up in the Southern Ocean. Backwards trajectories, however, revealed different
long-range sources with the Windmill Islands having greater accumulated influence from
other Southern Hemisphere sources (e.g., Australia and South America) and the continental
interior (Figure 7.1c, d, g, and h).
7.4.2

Low biomass and diversity detected in dust samples suggest that the aerosphere is
a highly selective environment
Sequencing captured a total of eleven bacterial and micro-eukaryotic phyla, which

predominantly consisted of Chlorophyta (>80 % of ITS2 sequences) and Proteobacteria
(>99 % of bacterial sequences), particularly around Casey and Wilkes station (Figure 7.2
and Table C.2). Although ITS2 primers are biased towards fungal sequences, fungi were
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detected in relatively small amounts (<1 %). After the removal of bacterial contaminants
present within negative controls, namely pathogenic species such as Enterobacteriaceae
(>95 % of bacterial sequences), few bacterial sequences remained. Remaining sequences
were largely comprised of the genera Polaromonas (26.89 %) and Thermomonas (22.93 %)
belonging to the phylum Proteobacteria, especially at Casey station. In terms of ITS2, an
unclassified eukaryote (<1 %) was identified as a contaminant. After its removal,
Chlorophyta remained the dominant group present comprising of eight different genera, most
prominently Chlamydomonas (>88 %) followed by Chlorella (>10 %). No ITS2 sequences
were detected at Browning Peninsula hut. Overall, lowest taxa abundances were captured at
Browning Peninsula hut (0 % of ITS2 and 15.75 % of bacterial sequences) compared to
Wilkes (46.29 % of ITS2 and 34.49 % of bacterial sequences) and Casey station (53.71 % of
ITS2 and 49.76 % of bacterial sequences).
7.4.3

Source and deposition habitat characteristics are markedly distinct between the two
coastal regions
Greater variability for major nutrient, cation and trace element content was observed

between sites at the Windmill Islands, particularly for Mitchell Peninsula (MP) and Robinson
Ridge (RR) (Figure 7.3 and Table C.1). Meanwhile, soil chemistry for Browning Peninsula
(BP) and Herring Island (HI) more closely resembled sites found at the Vestfold Hills. All
soils examined were nitrogen depleted (average <150 TN mg/kg) but relatively high in
carbon (708.82 – 3942.67 TC mg/kg), whilst total phosphorous (28.48 – 1655.56 TP mg/kg)
largely differed between sites (Figure 7.3a and Table C.1). The cation quartet (Figure
7.3b), an important indicator of soil fertility, revealed an overall calcium deficiency average
of <53 Ca mg/kg at the Windmill Islands, which is characteristic of acidic and sandy soils.
In comparison, soils at the Vestfold Hills were higher in salt (1630.17 – 5124.22 Na mg/kg),
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likely due to greater evaporation and more prevalent influence from coastal easterlies (e.g.,
sea spray) in this region.
7.4.4

Dispersal limitation varies in magnitude between soil taxa and over different spatial
scales
Effect sizes based on median and inter-decile range (IDR) values of metacommunity

estimates revealed significant (α = 0.05) deviation from the null hypothesis (i.e.,
environmental variation is unimportant during community assembly) for polar soil microbial
communities on the intra-continental scale (Figure 7.4). All communities (bacteria = 0.301
± 0.0413, micro-eukarya = 0.333 ± 0.146 and archaea = 0.301 ± 0.142) demonstrated an
increase in median, indicating significant divergence from a common community
composition (i.e., the defined metacommunity). This result is expected for niche-based
assembly when the environment is heterogenous, or when mixing among local communities
is limited by, for example, reduced dispersal. This, combined with variance in community
composition (Figure 7.4b) suggest a highly stochastic process like priority effects in
determining outcomes for community assembly. Supported by reduced immigration
parameter (I1) estimates (<103), these findings suggest the presence of barriers against
dispersal into certain sites for some communities (Table 7.1), namely micro-eukarya in
disconnected landscapes such as the Vestfold Hills (lakes; Bird et al., 1991), Browning
Peninsula (frost polygons; Ferrari et al., 2015) and Herring Island (off-shore) (Figure C.1).
In comparison, relatively high I1 estimates (>103) for some bacteria and archaea indicate that
these communities were overall less dispersal limited, which suggests that their assemblage
may be more strongly driven by a combination of other processes such as niche-partitioning,
speciation or drift.
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7.5

Discussion
Aeolian activities are prevalent throughout the coastal regions of Eastern Antarctica,

potentially facilitating ecosystem connectivity via the localized exchange of material, such
as soil microbes and minerals, between the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills. On the intracontinental scale, the latter region was identified as a possible sink location for windblown
sediments arriving locally from the Windmill Islands and Southern Ocean (Figure 7.1).
Strong environmental filtering appeared to be the overarching influence limiting microbial
dispersal across Eastern Antarctica (Figure 7.4), which likely occurs in two stages. First
during transit by the ultra-oligotrophic aerosphere, as indicated by the extremely low biomass
and diversity detected within Windmill Island dust samples (Figure 7.2 and Table C.2).
Then upon deposition at sink locations, where physical barriers and/or habitat characteristics
dictate successful immigration into or out from certain sites or even regions (Figures 7.3 and
7.4; Tables 7.1 and C.1). The overall magnitude of these effects is likely dependent on wind
direction, strength and frequency (Figure C.2), a phenomenon that is largely stochastic and
extrinsically controlled (Lowe & McPeek, 2014). However, predicting when and how current
ecosystem dynamics impact the success of redistributed or new incoming microbiota is still
crucial for microbiome management in order to sustain ecological function and host health
(Debray et al., 2021).
Levels of dispersal propensity differed between observed taxa and over various
spatial scales (Figure 7.4 and Table 7.1). During emission and transit, such differences could
arise from random variations in the mode of transport (e.g., saltation, creep or suspension)
and aeolian source habitat characteristics (Figures 7.3 and C.3; Table C.1) as well as
microbial population densities (Valence et al., 2015). Although bacterial and archaeal
communities may also be subject to priority effects (Figure 7.4), the manifestation of these
effects will be less prevalent in the absence of dispersal limitation (Table 7.1) (Powell et al.,
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2015). Micro-eukarya were the most dispersal limited, as indicated by their low immigration
parameter estimates (Table 7.1), particularly for communities at the hyperarid Vestfold Hills
(I1 = 4.34 – 14.87). Dispersal of bacteria was also limited to an extent in disconnected
landscapes (I1 = 861.26 – 1076.04). Local topography may act as barriers against
immigration and likely also promotes microbial endemism (Ferrari et al., 2016; Herbold et
al., 2014; Lee et al., 2017; Vyverman et al., 2010). For example, micro-climate at the
Vestfold Hills is largely driven by passing synoptic events, such as local cyclonic winds, and
limited fetch over land of the easterlies due to its distance from the continental ice sheet (Diaz
et al., 2018; Heil, 2006). Wind may act as a homogenizing factor for soil chemistry and
biodiversity profiles found in this region (Zhang et al., 2020 and 2021).
Dispersal itself will not alter biogeographical patterns unless accompanied by
successful establishment or colonization in the new environment (Fierer, 2008). Lodgment
of success is determined by deposition habitat characteristics such as pH, moisture and
nutrient availability as well as interactions with existing biological communities (Bahram et
al., 2018; Barrett et al., 2006; Chong et al., 2012; Siciliano et al., 2014). Antarctica’s harsh
abiotic restraints in general combined with influence from marine aerosols and C:N ratios in
coastal zones tend to prohibit colonization by most cryptograms and metazoans (DelgadoBaquerizo et al., 2018). Nitrogen limitation was especially prevalent throughout the
Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills (Figure 7.3 and Table C.1), thereby also raising
questions on potential sources of nitrogen. For example, whether it is supplied through
ornithogenic inputs, perhaps at Rookery Lake (RL) and Old Wallow (OW) in the Vestfold
Hills, or derived primarily from the atmosphere as hypothesized for Dry Valley soils
(Deuerling et al., 2014). Airborne microorganisms, however, are likely well suited to
Antarctic soils due to facing similar stressors during transport such as extreme desiccation,
high UV, low temperatures and ultra-oligotrophic conditions (Archer et al., 2019; Bottos et
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al., 2014; Fraser et al., 2018; Rosselli et al., 2015). Furthermore, in the face of climate
change, lower colonization rates may be offset by warmer temperatures and increased
moisture availability, as observed for vascular plants throughout the Antarctic Peninsula
(Amesbury et al., 2017).
Although more studies are necessary to identify the keystone species being
aerosolized, we detected a relatively large proportion of green algae (i.e., Chlorophyta >75
%), spanning eight different genera, in most of our dust samples (Figure 7.2). Many of which
belonged to the genera Chlamydomonas (>88 %) and Chlorella (>10 %) that are capable of
living in an aposymbiotic (not lichenized) state and form dormant cysts in response to cold
stress (Ermilova, 2020). Therefore, potential for wider establishment within an ameliorated
environment is possible, especially within the vicinity of bird and seal colonies like those
found at RL and OW in the Vestfold Hills (Huang & Zhu, 2009). Domestic micro-algal
blooms may then serve as important carbon sinks but will inevitably disturb current
ecosystem dynamics (Gray et al., 2020; Scherer et al., 2016; Segawa et al., 2018). However,
more studies with greater sampling size at higher elevation levels and over longer time scales
are necessary to support these claims. Nonetheless, invasion by destructive fungal and
bacterial pathogens from lower latitudes prove a more imminent threat to Antarctica’s unique
biodiversity (Rosselli et al., 2015; Weil et al., 2017), especially when storm-driven dispersal
and warming break down the continent’s ecological isolation (Fraser et al., 2018). As such,
in favor of increasing traction for more aerobiology over Antarctica (Pearce et al., 2016),
better insights on the role of airborne microbial input is essential for understanding ecosystem
stability and resilience.
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7.7

Main figures and tables

Figure 7.1 | Particulate trajectory modelling over 315 hours (i.e., 120 simulations per run)
using NOAA HYSPLIT on global NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data showing the origin of air
masses at varying altitudes (500 and 3000 m) influencing sampling sites near the
Australian (a – d) Casey (Windmill Islands) and (e – h) Davis (Vestfold Hills) stations as
well as a (i) combined forward projection from both research stations (Davis – Red
squares and Casey – Yellow triangles) using the 2020 dataset taken at 24-hour intervals
(x-axis). Mixing of air masses is predominantly localized with little exchange predicted
between Antarctic and non-polar air. On the intra-continental scale, particles generally follow
the westerly circumpolar flow, with the Vestfold Hills being a potential sink location for
windblown sediments arriving from the Windmill Islands and surrounding Southern Ocean.
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Figure 7.2 | Relative abundance of a) bacterial and b) micro-eukaryotic genera on dust samples after the removal of contaminants detected in the
c) negative controls, collected from door frames around the East Antarctic Casey station (CS1 – 10), Wilkes station (WKS1 – 10) and Browning
Peninsula hut (BP1 – 4) in the Windmill Islands. Very low biomass was retrieved from these dust samples (average <0.5 DNA ng/µL; Table C.2).
Overall, a total of eight bacterial and three micro-eukaryotic phyla were detected, predominantly consisting of Chlorophyta (>75 %) and Proteobacteria
(>99 %). Genera detected in the negative controls, which comprised of swabs only, were common bacterial contaminants including Enterobacteriaceae,
Burkholderia and Ralstonia (Salter et al., 2014).

Figure 7.3 | Variability (%) of (a) total nutrient (mg/kg) and (b) major cation (mg/kg) content as indicators of fertility and structure in soils across
two East Antarctic regions spanning eight sampling sites (n = 144). All soils are relatively nitrogen depleted (<150 TN mg/kg), whereas phosphorous
levels varied between 28.48 – 1655.56 TP mg/kg. While sites throughout the Vestfold Hills (1630.17 – 5142.22 Na mg/kg) were generally higher in salt
content when compared to the Windmill Islands (0.59 – 239.31 Na mg/kg).

Figure 7.4 | Regional comparisons of effect sizes associated with deviations from the null hypothesis (represented by the dotted h-line at 0.0) based
on metacommunity estimates using (a) median value and (b) inter-decile range “IDR” with 95 % confidence intervals. Metacommunity estimates
all deviate from the null hypothesis, implying that environmental variation is important to varying degrees during community assembly depending on
coverage of taxa group. Most communities showed an increase in median and IDR, indicating significant divergence from a common community
composition, except for micro-eukarya.

Table 7.1 | Estimated parameters associated with the neutral model of biodiversity for
soil microbial communities between East Antarctic sites.
Region
Windmill Islands
Bacteria
Vestfold Hills

Windmill Islands
Micro-eukarya
Vestfold Hills

Windmill Islands
Archaea
Vestfold Hills

Site
MP
BP
RR
HI
AF
HV
OW
RL
MP
BP
RR
HI
AF
HV
OW
RL
MP
BP
RR
HI
AF
HV
OW
RL

θ
93.92
169.77
80.25
65.62
131.31
101.69
130.15
66.51
8.91
15.64
12.03
9.24
11.61
13.39
7.10
6.63
0.63
0.57
0.69
0.67
1.21
2.51
0.88
0.90

I1
2.53E + 14
2.53E + 14
2.64E + 14
2.64E + 14
1076.04
873.04
861.26
3.77E + 13
2.65E + 13
279.02
1.03E + 13
13.71
14.00
14.87
4.34
4.60
6.30E + 12
1.43E + 13
3.89E + 13
3.89E + 13
1.33E + 04
3.15E + 12
2.98E + 12
2.98E + 12

Shaded values indicate a significantly reduced I1 value, suggesting the presence of a barrier against
immigration into that site. Theta (θ) represents the estimated total diversity and the immigration
parameter (I1) represents the number of propagules that are landing within a focal community from
the metacommunity over a discrete unit of time, under the assumption that no-niche based processes
are occurring.

8 DISCUSSION

8.1

Planning for Antarctic biodiversity conservation from a microbial perspective
“We present a three-step assessment and management framework to aid strategic and

effective mitigation to alleviate further degradation to help secure our future: (1) Awareness
(i.e., acknowledge the importance of appropriate biodiversity and to recognize who need
protection), (2) Anticipation (i.e., identify the risks of current and future pressures adversely
affecting ecosystems and recognize how close ecosystems may be to thresholds or major
change) and (3) Action (i.e., pragmatic interventions at the regional or local level, where they
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can be achieved most practically, whilst recognizing the major challenge is to manage the
dynamics risk posed by long-term, global climate change)”
– Bergstrom et al. 2020
Ecosystems around the globe are experiencing complex environmental change and
their pending collapse is largely a result of human activities (Cavicchioli et al., 2019; Convey
& Peck, 2019; McGaughran, Laver and Fraser, 2021). Growing recognition that we have
limited conservation dollars to solve this ecological crisis drives the need to better understand
ecosystem resilience (Allison & Martiny, 2008; Groves et al., 2002). The effects of climate
change on macroorganisms have been well documented but discussions involving
microorganisms are lacking despite their key roles in maintaining global ecosystem health
(Cavicchioli et al., 2019). This gap fundamentally limits our ability to create an
environmentally sustainable future. Inclusion of microbes is therefore critical when
considering biological thresholds and responses to environmental change as a means to
prioritize the protection of ecoregions with unique biodiversity (McGaughran, Laver and
Fraser, 2021) – an example being Antarctica (Figure 8.1).
Earth’s southernmost continent hosts a predominantly microbial realm that is largely
restricted to ice-free pockets (Figure 1.1) (Bockheim et al., 2015; Cary et al., 2010; Chong,
Pearce and Convey, 2015; Convey et al., 2014). Warming will lead to the emergence of new
ice-free areas but our lack of understanding on how current ecosystem dynamics may respond
to climate change severely comprises our ability to horizon scan (Cooke et al., 2020; Lee et
al., 2017). Protection of Antarctic soil microbial communities has thus far been deemed
inadequate, regionally uneven and biased towards more charismatic species like seabirds
(Wauchope, Shaw and Terauds, 2019). The absence of a visual link with microbes and a
general lack of public literacy on microbiology makes their protection more difficult to
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advocate (Hughes et al., 2015 and 2018; Timmis et al., 2019). As such, there is a need to
reform existing Antarctic conservation frameworks to be more microbially inclusive,
especially in vastly understudied regions like Eastern Antarctica.
In support of embracing more inclusive baseline microbial diversity data, my thesis
explored the influence of basic niche and neutral processes underlying biogeographic patterns
of polar soil bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea throughout two coastal regions of Eastern
Antarctica – the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills (Figure 1.6). First, we acknowledged
the unique scope of biodiversity offered by the East Antarctic soil microbiome thereby raising
greater awareness of their intrinsically high conservational value. Next, we anticipated the
microbial response to projected climate trajectories (i.e., regional warming) by evaluating the
influence of key edaphic drivers (niche) and threshold tipping points against wind-driven
dispersal (neutral) on structuring the polar soil microbiome over multiple spatial scales.
Finally, we took action by designating priority areas and/or target communities based on
distinctive biological and physiochemical attributes as well as potential establishment routes
via the aerosphere for further sampling and protection.
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Figure 8.1 | Schematic showing proposed workflow for soil microbial ecology studies to maximize the likelihood of ensuring long-term protection
and conservation of Antarctica’s unique biodiversity. In pushing for microbial conservation, however, a constant challenge remaining is the need to
strengthen links between science and governance via more effective communication between researchers, policy makers and the general public.

8.2
8.2.1

Key findings
Awareness: Highlighting the unique microbial biodiversity of Eastern Antarctica
“Microorganisms are the life support system of the biosphere; they are ubiquitous

and their diverse metabolic activities sustain and influence the quality of all life on the planet”
– Timmis et al., 2019
The full scope of Antarctica’s unique microbial diversity remains elusive and
sampling bias has led to the underrepresentation of ice-free regions in Eastern Antarctica
(Sections 1.1 and 1.6). In particular, the hyperarid Vestfold Hills, which up till now has been
virtually unexplored in terms of its polar soil microbiome (Figure 1.6). Using the largest
microbiome dataset available (>700 soil samples targeting bacteria, micro-eukarya and
archaea spanning nine sites; Figure 3.5), this is the first comprehensive study showing
baseline diversity across the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills (Zhang et al., 2020), two
East Antarctic coastal regions at high risk of predicted melt by the end of the coming century
(Lee et al., 2017).
Bacteria (average Chao1 = 1427.57), the most strongly niche-driven (wPLN = 1.000,
wNB

= <0.001; Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2), were found to be inherently more diverse than

micro-eukarya (average Chao1 = 92.93) and archaea (average Chao1 = 45.60) in the same
environments where they co-occurred (Figures 3.1 and 3.2), a common observation for most
soil ecosystems (Aller and Kemp 2008; Barberán et al., 2014; Fierer, 2017). Diversity,
however, does not necessarily correlate to abundance and metabolic function nor their
influence upon dynamics within an ecosystem – especially soil, given the myriad of microniches (Fierer, 2017). In fact, strong associations within our co-occurrence networks (Figure
3.3) indicated that bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea are likely to be jointly responsible for
molding the microbial backbone of Antarctic polar desert ecosystems. For example,
Crenarchaeota (>85 % of which were classified as Nitrososphaeraceae, a known ammonia
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oxidizer; Tourna et al., 2011) was strongly embedded within the Windmill Islands network
suggesting metabolic alliances with bacteria (Barberán et al., 2012) thus implicating the role
of archaea in nitrogen cycling within these oligotrophic soils (Ortiz et al., 2020). Meanwhile,
a general lack of co-occurrent micro-eukarya suggests competition against other taxa for
resources or occupation of a different niche (Barberán et al., 2012). Together these findings
lend to speculations that archaea and micro-eukarya simply make use of the environment in
ways that are more restrictive than their bacterial counterparts. For example, energetic costs
of certain metabolic processes carried out by archaea or micro-eukarya in these extreme
environments may be so great that phylogenetic diversification is limited, in comparison to
that of bacteria (Aller & Kemp, 2008; Barberán et al., 2014).
At higher taxonomic levels, such as phylum, dominant members of soil bacterial
communities at the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills were consistent to those found
elsewhere in terrestrial Antarctica (e.g., McMurdo Dry Valleys “MDV” and West Antarctic
Peninsula “WAP”), but the soil community structure remained markedly distinct from nondesert biomes (Cary et al., 2010; Chong et al., 2015; Fierer et al., 2012; Pointing et al., 2009).
Dominant taxa included Actinobacteria (30.5 %), Bacteroidetes (24.9 %), Proteobacteria
(14.6 %) and Acidobacteria (13.6 %) (Figure 3.1). Overall, soils analyzed in this study were
more similar to MDV profiles than the WAP (Cary et al., 2010). This trend is expected given
the strong environmental distinctions between the Peninsula and remainder of the continent
(Section 1.3). Greater variation was apparent for rarer candidate phyla, namely Ca.
Eremiobacterota (WPS-2) and Ca. Dormibacterota (AD3), which were present in relatively
high abundances (4 – 14 %) at Mitchell Peninsula (MP) and Robinson Ridge (RR) in the
Windmill Islands (Ji et al., 2015; Ray et al., 2020). This is in contrast to other soil
environments

(e.g.,

non-desert

biomes),

where

Ca.

Eremiobacterota

and

Ca.
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Dormibacterota, generally represent <1 % of the entire community (Ji et al., 2017; Ray et
al., 2020; Montgomery et al., 2021). Both candidate phyla have been implicated in
atmospheric chemosynthesis, a novel mode of primary production, with strong preferences
for dry oligotrophic and acidic soils (Ji et al., 2017). Amelioration of environmental
conditions (e.g., increased moisture and nutrient availability) due to warming will inevitably
disturb current ecosystem dynamics (Robinson et al., 2020). The extent to which this occurs
will be a key subject matter for horizon scanning.
Similar to macroorganisms, the generation and maintenance of microbial diversity is
likely attributed to tradeoffs between niche (environmental filtering and competition) and
neutral (dispersal, speciation and drift) processes (Figure 1.2). In Antarctic soils, the scales
weighing these processes are heavily tipped in favor of strong niche-partitioning (Figure 3.4
and Table 3.2), which is expected given the extremely harsh abiotic constraints (Table A.3).
We found that bacteria appeared to be especially proficient at resource exploitation (wPLN =
1.000, wNB = <0.001), likely resulting in their dominance within the soils analyzed. In
comparison, micro-eukarya (wPLN = <0.001, wNB = 1.000) and archaea (wPLN = 0.960, wNB
= 0.040) were not as strongly niche-driven, suggesting the emergence of neutrality for
functionally similar groups (e.g., Nitrososphaeraceae), especially at the Vestfold Hills. As
such, these results highlight the previous observation that soil micro-eukarya and archaea do
not necessarily follow the same biogeographical patterns as soil bacteria (Delgado-Baquerizo
et al., 2018).
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8.2.2

Anticipation: Advancing methods for understanding key edaphic drivers
“Gradient Forest offers a new capability for exploring non-linear relationships

between biodiversity and environmental gradients, generating new information on
multispecies responses at a detail not available previously”
– Pitcher et al. 2012
One of the major challenges for microbial ecology is to move beyond descriptive
reports of patterns in community composition and find a basis for predicting shifts in
response to environmental change (Rath et al., 2018). However, the immense diversity of
microorganisms and their highly variable responses make this difficult (Cavicchioli et al.,
2019). As a consequence, another challenge is finding or developing suitable methods
capable of doing so. Reworking of the Gradient Forest model (Ellis, Smith and Pitcher, 2012)
to extend its scope beyond macroorganisms in this study presents an exciting new opportunity
to explore multispecies responses to changes along environmental gradients from a microbial
perspective. Antarctica’s relatively simple trophic structure make it an ideal system to test
this model (Figure 1.5). For the first time, we explore relationships between soil microbial
biodiversity (Figure 5.1) and the environment (Table B.3) across the hyperarid Vestfold
Hills region of Eastern Antarctica (Figure 5.5) (Zhang et al., 2021a).
Steep physiochemical gradients are a common feature in Antarctic soils that exert
strong selective pressures on edaphic microbiota, often favoring those more resilient or
communities with higher functional redundancy (Allison & Martiny, 2008; DelgadoBaquerizo et al., 2018). Due to regional warming (Robinson et al., 2020), anticipated shifts
in soil moisture and nutrient content throughout the hyperarid Vestfold Hills (Figure 5.2 and
Table 5.1) will have strong cascading effects as species adapt to the new conditions
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(McGaughran, Laver and Fraser, 2021). Unless if competition were to have more substantive
impacts (Bell et al., 2013), the emerging neutrality of micro-eukaryotic and archaeal
communities reported here at the Vestfold Hills (Figure 3.4 and 3.2) may promote greater
resilience against perturbations due to their ephemeral nature, which is likely to be a cyclic
response to ameliorated conditions during the austral summer as observed for phytoplankton
(Sakavara et al., 2018).
Increasing aridity has long since resulted in phototrophic exclusion across terrestrial
environments globally (Bay, Ferrari and Greening, 2018; Chanal et al., 2006; Mogul et al.,
2017; Ronca et al., 2015). However, within the context of a warming Antarctica, there are
concerns regarding how the potential for increased phototrophic capacity (e.g.,
Cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta and Ochrophyta; Figure 5.3 and Table B.1) may impact
primary production strategies across Eastern Antarctica. In particular, at Old Wallow (OW)
and Rookery Lake (RL) in the Vestfold Hills where highest abundances of these taxa were
reported (Figure 5.1). In hot desert soils, co-occurrence of photosynthetic and
chemosynthetic primary production has been reported along the aridity gradient (Bay et al.,
2021). Whether this will directly translate over to cold desert soils remains to be seen, given
that cold desert soils typically also contain the lowest levels of phylogenetic, taxonomic and
functional diversity (Fierer et al., 2012). Based on observations throughout the WAP
(Amesbury et al., 2017), we hypothesize that changes in microbial community composition
will likely also alter functionality, at least over the short-term, especially given the ‘abrupt’
collapse profile of Antarctic deserts (Bergstrom et al., 2021; McGaughran, Laver and Fraser,
2021). Change in ecosystem functionality may result in the potential loss of rarer taxa (e.g.,
Ca. Eremiobacterota and Ca. Dormibacterota) in strongly niche-shaped communities (e.g.,
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bacteria at the Windmill Islands; Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2) due to their reduced functional
insurance (Allison & Martiny, 2008; Matias et al., 2013).

8.2.3

Anticipation: Exploring neutrality and its impact on predictability in a changing
climate
“Dispersal is a critical yet poorly understood factor underlying ecological patterns in

microbial communities. Airborne microbial transport is assumed to occupy a central role in
determining dispersal outcomes, and long-range dispersal has important implications for
predicting ecosystem resilience and response to environmental change”
– Archer et al. 2019
Wind plays an integral role in landscape evolution and biotic community
revitalization in dryland environments around the globe, including the secluded ice-free
regions of terrestrial Antarctica (Deuerling et al., 2014; Diaz et al., 2018; Dunbar, Bertler
and McKay, 2009; Herbold et al., 2013; McGaughran et al., 2019; Scherer et al., 2016).
Predicting when and how current community dynamics impact the successful establishment
of airborne microbiota is crucial for ecosystem monitoring, as priority effects can generate a
multitude of alternative successional trajectories thereby affecting overall function and health
(Debray et al., 2021). Aerobiology over Antarctica, however, remains in the early stages but
is steadily gaining traction (Pearce et al., 2016). Jumping on board this new initiative, we
explore the influence of wind-driven dispersal on contouring the polar soil microbial
landscape across the Windmill Islands and Vestfold Hills of Eastern Antarctica (Zhang et al.,
2021b).
Challenging the view that “everything is everywhere” (O’Malley, 2008), we found
the aerosphere to be a strongly selective environment that limits dispersal due to its ultra117
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oligotrophic nature (Figures 7.2 and C.4). Similar to Archer et al. (2019), many of our
detected airborne phyla were dominated by stress-tolerant taxa such as spore-forming
Proteobacteria but uniquely also several different genera of Chlorophyta whilst fungal
presence was low (Figure 7.2). High dispersal propensity of domestic Chlorophyta (>75 %),
mainly belonging to the aposymbiotic Chlamydomonas (>88 %) and Chlorella (>10 %)
genera (Ermilova, 2020), generated some insight on the potential implications of wind-driven
dispersal upon current ecosystem dynamics as Antarctica warms up – at least on the intracontinental scale. In the current climate regime, very little exchange occurs between East
Antarctic and non-polar air (<1 %) and so mixing is predominantly localized, with the
Vestfold Hills identified as a potentially sensitive sink location (Figure 7.1). Habitat
expansion for micro-algal blooms near bird or seal colonies (e.g., at OW and RL) via aeolian
processes may lead to increased photosynthetic potential and carbon sequestration, thereby
influencing downstream nutrient provision to terrestrial and aquatic systems throughout
Eastern Antarctica (Gray et al., 2020).
Aside from strong environmental filtering, the overall extent of microbial dispersal
and its limitation is likely also dependent on local wind regimes (Figure C.3), which can
stochastically vary in path, frequency and magnitude (Lowe & McPeek, 2014). Disturbance
from climate change alters the frequency and intensity of stochastic storm events, which have
been hypothesized to open up atmospheric exchange over Antarctica to the global microbial
reservoir (Debray et al., 2021; Fraser et al., 2018). Changes to atmospheric air circulation
invites the increased opportunity for foreign microbial taxa (e.g., bacteria, viruses, fungi and
their spores) from lower latitudes to arrive in Antarctic soils, most likely at more highly
elevated sites like the continental interior (Amesbury et al., 2017; Chown et al., 2012;
Herbold et al., 2014; Royles et al., 2013). Invasion by destructive fungal and bacterial
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pathogens are a major threat to Antarctica’s unique biodiversity (Weil et al., 2017). Adding
another layer of complexity, permafrost melt may also release viable genetic material (e.g.,
antibiotic resistance and virulence genes) that have been deposited in the snowpack for over
centuries (Yarzábal, Salazar and Bastista-García, 2021). Our limited knowledge on how
microbial predation and parasitism (e.g., phages) may shape community assembly outcomes
makes mitigating potential risks difficult (Debray et al., 2021), especially in terrestrial
Antarctica, where these processes have seldom been investigated.
8.2.4

Action: Putting conservation science into practice
Bacteria, micro-eukarya and archaea are likely altogether responsible for maintaining

overall ecosystem health and functioning in these polar desert soils. Distinct tradeoffs
between deterministic-niche and stochastic-neutral processes underlying the assemblage of
each domain has resulted in their unique biogeographic patterns over various spatiotemporal
scales across Eastern Antarctica. Immediate changes in community composition (e.g.,
photoautotrophs versus chemoautotrophs) will likely lead to short-term changes in ecosystem
functionality but the long-term impacts of disturbance on the Eastern Antarctic soil
microbiome remains to be seen. Based on our knowledge of the current ecosystem state, we
recommend two Vestfold Hills sites (OW and RL) to be prioritized for further spatial and
temporal sampling. The distinctive bacterial and micro-eukaryotic components at these two
sites provide a strong basis for investigating the microbial response to regional warming.
8.3

Future directions
“Ignorance of the role of, effects on and feedback response of microbial communities

to climate change can lead to our own peril”
– Cavicchioli et al. 2019
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Reformation of existing frameworks to include microorganisms remains a priority for
sound biodiversity conservation across terrestrial Antarctica (Terauds et al., 2012). Although
multi-domain surveys are a step in the right direction, there is still much to learn. Even within
a global context, there is a need to improve our quantitative understanding of the soil
microbiome from small-scale interactions up to whole ecosystems (Cavicchioli et al., 2019).
One conceptually simple but pragmatically difficult solution is the inclusion of
microorganisms in predictive climate change modelling (McGaughran, Laver and Fraser,
2021). More baseline data is necessary in order to increase robustness of predictions – this
paucity of studies being especially apparent in Eastern Antarctica (Convey & Peck, 2019;
Hughes et al., 2015 and 2018). Some revenues for further exploration include: (1) more
systematic sampling to address regional and taxon biases since the majority of available
studies are largely restricted to the continent’s ice-free (<1 %) regions (Chong et al., 2013);
(2) shifting from amplicon to a multi-omics approach to expand traditional metagenomic
profiling and better capture community functionality (Franzosa et al., 2014); and (3)
integration of a time-series such as seasonal studies to better understand ecosystem resilience
and stability in response to seasonal variation as a proxy for global climate change (Grymkski
et al., 2012; Shimadzu et al., 2013). Addressing these points will require sustained and stable
research funding, growth in international cooperation between interested parties and yearround access to all regions of Antarctica (Kennicutt II et al., 2014). This is by no means a
small task but nonetheless essential for creating a sustainable future.
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APPENDIX A
This section contains supplementary information for chapter I (Section 3)
Figures A1 to A7
Tables A1 to A4

Figure A.2 | Rarefaction curves of subsampled bacterial, eukaryotic and archaeal
communities between sites. In all cases, data was approaching asymptote indicating that
sufficient sampling depth was achieved. A particularly rich number of bacterial, eukaryotic and
archaeal species were observed at MP, TR and RR, respectively.
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Figure A.3 | Top 15 most genus of bacterial, eukaryotic and archaeal communities
between sites. As taxonomic levels decrease, the number of unclassified taxa increase
substantially. Interestingly, archaeal communities were dominated by Nitrososphaera, a genus
of ammonia oxidizing archaea possibly implicated in nitrogen cycling within these nutrient
starved soils.

Figure A.4 | NMDS plots of microbial OTU communities and environmental soil
parameters. In all cases, soil samples clustered according to site and broadly by geographic
region. Although TR is more environmentally similar to the Windmill Island sites, it’s soil
bacterial and eukaryotic communities cluster more strongly with the Vestfold Hills.
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Figure A.5 | GAM model output of negative binomial distributions of best environmental
predictor variables against estimated bacterial Chao1 richness based on AIC, where ‘*’
indicates a significant (P <0.05) correlation. A positive relationship is generally observed
between bacterial richness and copper (Cu), phosphorous (TP, P), aluminum (Al, Al2O3),
sodium ion concentrations (CECNa) and the amount of gravel (GRVL) but displayed a negative
relationship with titanium dioxide (TiO2).
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Figure A.6 | GAM model output of gaussian distributions of best environmental predictor
variables against estimated eukaryotic Chao1 richness based on AIC, where ‘*’ indicates
a significant (P <0.05) correlation. A negative relationship is generally observed between
eukaryotic richness and dry matter fraction (DMF), soil pH, nitrite concentrations (NO2) and
mud content but displayed a positive relationship with total carbon (TC) and conductivity
(COND). A significant correlation is observed against random regional effects.
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Figure A.7 | GAM model output of gaussian distributions of best environmental predictor
variables against estimated archaeal Chao1 richness based on AIC, where ‘*’ indicates a
significant (P <0.05) correlation. Archaeal richness displayed positive relationships with
conductivity (COND), total nitrogen (TN), phosphorous (TP, P) and sodium ion concentrations
(CECNa), whilst a negative relationship was observed against titanium dioxide (TiO2).
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Figure A.8 | Local scale PLN- (blue) and NB-fitted (orange) SADs of the nine sites studied.
These trends remain consistent with those observed for the regional fitted SADs, where
bacterial communities display strong niche-driven signatures across all sites whilst eukaryotic
and archaeal communities demonstrated weaker PLN-fits and multimodality.
Table A.1 | Summary of amplicon sequencing output and OTU pipeline analysis.
Bacterial 16S
Eukaryotic 18S
Archaeal 16S

Per Site
93
18
18

Total
837
162
144

Reads after Filtering
60, 495, 244
1, 299, 519
13, 373, 072

OTUs
36, 251
1511
589

Singletons
9952
329
72

Table A.2 | CYTOSCAPE network topology analysis between regions at the domain-level.
No. of Nodes
No. of Edges
Network Density
Network Heterogeneity
Clustering Coefficient
Connected Components
Network Diameter
Network Centralization
Shortest Paths
Characteristic Path Length
Average No. of Neighbors

Vestfold Hills
43
44
0.049
0.567
0.214
8
7
0.074
518 (28 %)
3.247
2.047

Windmill Islands
58
201
0.122
0.873
0.448
3
6
0.401
2482 (75 %)
2.377
6.931
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Table A.3 | Environmental soil parameters averaged between sites.
Elevati
on
Slope
Aspect
DMF
Conduc
tivity
pH
TC
TN
TP
Cl
NO2
Br
NO3
PO4
SO4
P
K
Ca
Mg
Zn
B
S
Cu
Fe
Mn
Na
Al
CECe
Mud
Sand
Gravel
Min
Max
Mean
QPD
SO
Skewne
ss
IGS
Kurtosi
s
SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
SO3

MP

BP

RR

HI

AF

OW

RL

HV

TR

31.76

41.24

35.67

30.92

3.01

18.9

12.13

11.68

27.91

9.48
217.6
0.97

2.8
172.76
0.89

6.91
119.28
0.91

6.94
130.46
0.96

0.72
137.59
0.98

1.94
188.93
0.92

3.24
165.11
0.92

1.95
143.8
0.93

5.69
201.46
0.96

49.54

36.62

23.39

163.03

2623.94

6361.04

3061.61

1738.61

2898.69

5.41
1475.84
46.38
28.48
50.99
0.08
0.08
0.35
0.63
14.15
22.43
0.49
0.16
28.17
2.32
136.92
1.28
50.54
328.74
3.11
0.59
0.1
0.07
1.03
65.52
32.37
47.09
1248.34
465.04
1.06
0.48

6.57
1938.89
184.62
800
42.83
0.08
0.11
1.75
1.17
9.57
12.17
54.85
114.62
116.92
1.19
0.31
10.02
2.25
137.45
17.92
54.22
267.26
1.92
1.51
71.04
23.18
17.35
1185.89
410.21
1.14
0.45

5.3
2586.56
235.53
40.42
6.1
0.13
0.14
0.67
4.65
6.94
45.11
0.86
0.1
70.31
1.79
377.52
4.82
25.42
518.8
4.37
1.07
0.45
0.1
1.49
69.36
25.18
24.94
1120.16
349.29
1.39
0.39

6.72
691.67
152.35
1069.44
130.85
0.08
0.19
0.87
5.06
29.76
64.56
94.07
94.59
55.13
0.96
0.51
17.86
2.57
132.85
2.3
239.31
184.68
2.21
1.26
69
28.14
35.97
1193.39
440.94
1.06
0.48

7.92
1420.95
132.78
981.11
3899.05
0.76
5.34
15.1
3.86
1079.66
9.12
135.7
971.97
303.92
1.17
4.28
498.17
4.95
267.12
7.58
2457.62
102.83
40.79
7.14
84
8.86
13.94
1104.52
321.54
1.16
0.45

8.43
3942.67
303.5
707.78
4287.37
0.31
11.3
7.06
2.07
1489.86
8.96
241.59
3283.52
1348.22
1.93
4.92
1393.84
11.4
240.69
34.04
5124.22
184.47
72.79
24.93
67.36
7.71
3.04
834.81
211.32
1.86
0.28

7.96
1414.59
168.28
1655.56
2603.72
0.54
2.42
21.94
5.04
375.28
36.09
418.82
842.45
476.13
1.59
5.01
471.57
7.17
219.4
43.33
3348.4
199.33
46.16
23.37
64.31
12.32
2.96
989.32
213.49
1.84
0.29

8.85
1713.72
140.06
729.44
1783.88
0.7
0.95
3.95
3.71
634.11
18.54
205.52
1171.69
449.35
1.59
5.42
490.22
8.76
195.69
20.36
1630.17
183.9
39.56
25.86
61.86
12.29
2.22
905.01
198.67
1.84
0.28

8.87
774.28
81.75
753.26
1964.78
1
NA
6.09
2.06
1549.56
NA
268.45
965.67
268.45
1.01
9.59
648.35
3.9
152.04
19.56
2148.84
135.92
16.63
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

-0.21

-0.21

-0.18

-0.24

-0.18

-0.24

-0.08

-0.1

NA

-0.25

-0.31

-0.22

-0.29

-0.24

-0.28

-0.14

-0.16

NA

0.95

1.16

0.92

0.99

1.19

0.94

0.98

0.98

NA

33.32
0.61
85.61
6.6
0.25
1.86
2.39
2.78
3.14
0.2
0.05

31.67
0.93
86.7
5.89
0.11
1.39
3.3
2.81
3.08
0.2
0.01

35.56
0.98
86.32
6.27
0.13
1.84
3.88
2.84
3.1
0.38
0.04

36.55
0.93
85.88
6.89
0.14
3.04
5.3
2.95
2.88
0.26
0.06

62.68
0.8
13.81
7.85
0.12
4.08
5.33
3.56
1.47
0.21
0.17

60.41
0.84
13.1
9.45
0.14
4.78
5.24
3.22
1.55
0.19
0.4

57.84
1.07
14.8
9.73
0.12
4.47
5.32
3.89
2.28
0.39
0.22

61.35
0.86
13.45
9.42
0.14
4.7
5.25
2.98
1.55
0.19
0.15

NA
60.15
0.92
14.24
9.19
0.12
4.45
5.06
3.64
1.92
0.24
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Table A.4 | Akaike weights calculated from local-scale PLN- and NB-fitted SADs. Where
NA indicates that the fitting procedure did not converge, which is usual for small datasets.

Bacterial 16S

Eukaryotic 18S

Archaeal 16S

Dataset
MP
BP
RR
HI
AF
OW
RL
HV
TR
MP
BP
RR
HI
AF
OW
RL
HV
TR
MP
BP
RR
HI
AF
OW
RL
HV

wPLN

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.153
1.000
0.917
0.417
NA
NA
NA
<0.001
0.387
NA
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.959

wNB
0.000
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.000
0.847
<0.001
0.0830
0.583
NA
NA
NA
1.000
0.613
NA
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.0405
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This section contains supplementary information for chapter II (Section 5)
Figures B1 to B8
Tables B1 to B2
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Figure B.9 | Relative abundance of phyla between sites for polar soil (a) bacteria, (b)
micro-eukarya and (c) archaea across the Vestfold Hills. A handful of taxa dominates the
regional soil microbiome and rarer taxa (<1 %) account for the main phylogenetic difference
amongst sites.
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Figure B.10 | Cumulative plots for the top five most robust predictors of (a) bacterial, (b)
micro-eukaryotic and (c) archaeal communities at Adam’s Flat (AF), where each line
denotes a separate phylum and steeper slopes indicate higher rates of composition
turnover. Bacterial communities at AF are primarily driven by aspect, moisture content and
calcium (Ca), the most responsive taxa include Dependentiae, FBP and Planctomycetes across
these gradients. Micro-eukarya at the site, namely Labyrinthulomycetes and Ochrophyta, also
responded to a similar set of predictors. Alongside zinc (Zn) and soil pH, Ca was also an
important predictor for local archaeal communities, predominantly affecting unclassified taxa.
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Figure B.11 | Cumulative plots for the top five most robust predictors of (a) bacterial, (b)
micro-eukaryotic and (c) archaeal communities at Heidemann Valley (HV), where each
line denotes a separate phylum and steeper slopes indicate higher rates of composition
turnover. Bacterial communities at HV are primarily driven by phosphate (PO4), magnesium
(Mg) and phosphorous (P) content, with taxa such as Chloroflexi, Gemmatimonadetes and
Planctomycetes demonstrating the highest compositional turnover rates. Whereas, for microeukarya, predictors like total phosphorous (TP), chloride (Cl) and sulphate (SO4) were the most
dominant predictors for Mucoromycota and Prymnesiophyceae. PO4 was also an important
predictor for archaea at HV, namely Thermoproteota, whilst the greatest change in abundances
of Euryarchaeota and unclassified taxa were observed along the soil pH gradient and in
response to aspect.
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Figure B.12 | Cumulative plots for the top five most robust predictors of (a) bacterial, (b)
micro-eukaryotic and (c) archaeal communities at Old Wallow (OW), where each line
denotes a separate phylum and steeper slopes indicate higher rates of composition
turnover. Bacterial communities at OW are primarily driven conductivity, aspect and soil pH,
with Acidobacteria, Kiritimatiellaeota and Verrucomicrobia exhibiting the greatest turnover
rates along these gradients. In addition to phosphorous (P), micro-eukarya at the site also
responded to a similar set of predictors, mainly affecting abundances of Ochrophyta and
Ciliophora amongst other taxa. Alongside boron (B) and nitrate (NO3), conductivity was also
important for local archaeal communities, primarily affecting Euryarchaeota.
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Figure B.13 | Cumulative plots for the top five most robust predictors of (a) bacterial, (b)
micro-eukaryotic and (a) archaeal communities at Rookery Lake (RL), where each line
denotes a separate phylum and steeper slopes indicate higher rates of composition
turnover. Bacterial communities at RL are primarily driven by iron (Fe), boron (B) and soil
pH, with Cyanobacteria, Fibrobacteres and Nitrospirae primarily responding to changes along
these gradients. Alongside sulphur (S), nitrate (NO3) and aspect, B content was also important
for both micro-eukarya and archaea, with Chlorophyta, Peronosporomycetes and
Euryarchaeota demonstrating the highest rates of compositional turnover.
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Figure B.14 | Biological and geographical bi-plots classifying spatial groups for bacterial
communities between sites (n = 18), where different colors capture variations in species
composition and turnover. On average, 3 – 4 spatial groups of bacteria were identified at each
site, which were driven by a distinct set of predictors reflecting differences amongst local
physiochemical conditions.
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Figure B.15 | Biological and geographical bi-plots classifying spatial groups for microeukaryotic communities between sites (n = 18), where different colors capture variations
in species composition and turnover. On average, 3 spatial groups of micro-eukarya were
identified at each site, which were driven by a distinct set of predictors reflecting differences
amongst local physiochemical conditions.
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Figure B.16 | Biological and geographical bi-plots classifying spatial groups for archaeal
communities between sites (n = 18), where different colors capture variations in species
composition and turnover. On average, 2 spatial groups of archaea were identified at each
site, which were driven by a distinct set of predictors reflecting differences amongst local
physiochemical conditions.
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Archaea

Micro-Eukarya

Bacteria

Table B.5 | Summary of R2 fitted values at the phylum level.
R2 Positive

R2 Range (Mean)

VH

27 of 32 taxa

0.0289 – 0.592 (0.310)

AF

7 of 28 taxa

0.0090 – 0.535 (0.272)

HV

4 of 22 taxa

0.0791 – 0.240 (0.160)

OW

21 of 31 taxa

0.1360 – 0.732 (0.434)

RL

14 of 27 taxa

0.0397 – 0.618 (0.405)

VH

21 of 38 taxa

0.005 – 0.590 (0.298)

AF

4 of 33 taxa

0.022 – 0.312 (0.167)

HV

2 of 32 taxa

0.018 – 0.048 (0.033)

OW

8 of 37 taxa

0.044 – 0.594 (0.319)

RL

12 of 34 taxa

0.013 – 0.622 (0.318)

VH

2 of 3 taxa

0.040 – 0.077 (0.059)

AF

1 of 3 taxa

0.112

HV

3 of 3 taxa

0.102 – 0.229 (0.171)

OW
RL

1 of 3 taxa
1 of 3 taxa

0.300
0.031

Top 3 Most Responsive Species
Kiritimatiellaeota
Spirochaetes
Fibrobacteres
FBP
Planctomycetes
Dependentiae
Chloroflexi
Gemmatimonadetes
Planctomycetes
Acidobacteria
Verrucomicrobia
Gemmatimonadetes
Cyanobacteria
Verrucomicrobia
Nitrospirae
Chlorophyta
Ochrophyta
Rotifera
Labyrinthulomycetes
Ochrophyta
Cercozoa
Mucoromycota
Prymnesiophyceae
Ciliophora
Ochrophyta
Ichthyosporea
Chlorophyta
Tubulinea
Peronosporomycetes
Euryarchaeota
Thermoproteota
Unclassified
Euryarchaeota
Thermoproteota
Unclassified
Euryarchaeota
Euryarchaeota
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Table B.6 | Number of ASVs for each phylum included in the analysis.
Bacteria

ASVs

Count

Micro-Eukarya

ASVs

Count

Acidobacteria

404

215168

Annelida

1

81

Actinobacteria

2461

1919765

Arthropoda

12

218

Armatimonadetes
Bacteroidetes
BRC1
Chloroflexi
Cyanobacteria
DeinococcusThermus
Dependentiae
Elusimicrobia
Entotheonellaeota
Epsilonbacteraeot
a
FBP
Fibrobacteres
Firmicutes
Gemmatimonadet
es

39
1727
47
1054
226

2644
1074007
19302
531049
70833

Ascomycota
Basidiomycota
Blastidiomycota
Cercozoa
Chlorophyta

59
59
2
84
72

11474
9439
293
144871
490600

90

54346

Choanoflagellida

2

652

67
77
2

2574
447
961

Chytridiomycota
Ciliophora
Cryptomonadales

24
27
1

6434
119674
334

1

5

Cryptomycota

2

165

142
16
541

16286
976
15975

Dinoflagellata
Discosea
Ichthyosporea

21
1
1

28621
211
973

563

430463

Incertae_Sedis

2

142

Halanaerobiaeota

2

50

1

32

Hydrogenedentes

9

227

1

12258

Kiritimatiellaeota
Lentisphaerae
Nitrospirae
Omnitrophicaeota

1
1
21
2

140
38
10072
35

1
1
9
5

143
19
541
10796

Patescibacteria

326

28144

7

1100

Planctomycetes
Proteobacteria
Rokubacteria

848
3393
2

134966
856725
34

116
2
3

557674
16006
9262

Tenericutes

13

172

17

6712

Verrucomicrobia

456

54344

30

14293

WPS-2

7

720

3

17021

WS2

1

20

1

673

Unclassified

184

17171

4

20102

2

79

2
4
920
6
1

112
1037
2314321
4000
40

Klebsormidiophyc
eae
Labyrinthulomyce
tes
MAST-12
Mollusca
Mucoromycota
Nematoda
Nucleariidae &
Fonticula Group
Ochrophyta
Opisthokonta
Pavlovophyceae
Peronosporomyce
tes
Phragmoplastoph
yta
Protalveolata
Prymnesiophycea
e
Rotifera
Schizoplasmodiid
a
Tardigrada
Tubulinea
Unclassified
Vertebrata
Zoopagomycota

Archaea
Euryarchae
ota
Thermoprot
eota
Unclassified

ASVs
181
185
1

Count
204306
2
297558
3
25

APPENDIX C
This section contains supplementary information for chapter III (Section 7)
Figures C1 to C3
Tables C1 to C2
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Figure C.17 | Overview of soil sampling locations throughout the a) Windmill Islands and
b) Vestfold Hills of Eastern Antarctica as well as the c) collection of dust samples in and
around the Australian Casey station, abandoned Wilkes station and Browning Peninsula
hut.
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Figure C.18 | Regional wind data obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology averaged
over two-to-three decades between the Australian Casey (Windmill Islands) and Davis
(Vestfold Hills) research stations. Notable distinctions in wind path, frequency and
magnitude are observed between the two low-lying coastal regions, with Casey exhibiting
greater variation (NNE, ENE, E and SE) over the seasons whereas Davis winds are
predominantly from the NNE during the austral winter. Strongest winds are observed during
July and August for both regions.
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Figure C.19 | Distribution of soil particle a) type and b) size between sites at the Windmill
Islands and Vestfold Hills. Both regions are quite sandy, making them good aeolian source
areas, though the Windmill Islands contain a higher proportion of gravel whereas the Vestfold
Hills are generally higher in the composition of mud particles.
Table C.7 | Summary of soil nutrient, major cation and trace element content averaged
(n = 18) between sites.
MP
1475.84
±
762.19

Windmill Islands
BP
RR
1923.08 2586.56
±
±
695.41
2769.30

HI
708.82
±
438.12

AF
1420.95
±
1042.36

TN

46.38 ±
32.01

184.62
± 90.70

25.53 ±
79.83

152.35
± 89.83

132.78
± 61.16

TP

28.48 ±
5.32

810.00
±
150.94

40.42 ±
20.55

1077.06
±
257.36

CA

0.16 ±
0.22

114.62
± 19.76

0.10 ±
0.00

94.59 ±
82.03

MG

28.17 ±
11.91

116.92
± 22.58

70.31 ±
62.18

55.13 ±
16.94

981.11
±
265.28
971.97
±
1605.26
303.92
±
381.10

TC
Total
Nutrients
(mg/kg)

Major
Cation
Quartet
(mg/kg)

Vestfold Hills
HV
OW
1713.72 3942.67
±
±
360.82
2145.96
303.50
140.06
±
± 40.77
196.72
707.78
729.44
±
± 64.40
164.34
1171.69 3283.52
±
±
1534.23 5585.10
449.35
1348.22
±
±
256.42
1230.88

RL
1414.59
±
350.10
168.28
± 55.51
1655.56
±
334.70
842.45
±
1748.93
476.13
±
282.21
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NA

0.59 ±
0.16

54.22 ±
20.48

1.07 ±
0.71

239.31
±
159.47

K

0.49 ±
0.17

54.85 ±
9.10

0.86 ±
0.57

94.07 ±
24.13

0.10 ±
0.05
136.92
±
116.04
50,54 ±
18.06
328.74
±
129.30
3.11 ±
1.00

267.26
± 69.78

17.92 ±
5.31

0.45 ±
0.38
377.52
±
103.05
25.42 ±
6.57
518.80
±
310.70
4.37 ±
1.43

S

1.28 ±
0.85

10.02 ±
2.81

4.82 ±
6.38

17.86 ±
12.39

ZN

2.32 ±
1.69

1.19 ±
0.41

1.79 ±
1.65

0.86 ±
0.68

AL
B
CU
Trace
Elements
(mg/kg)

FE
MN

0.31 ±
0.12
2.25 ±
0.60
137.45
± 22.27

1630.17
±
1675.77

184.68
± 58.60

2457.62
±
3087.58
135.70
±
124.95
102.83
± 69.40

0.51 ±
0.31
2.57 ±
0.83
132.85
± 87.77
2.30 ±
0.79

183.90
± 43.68

5124.22
±
5266.66
241.59
±
164.06
184.47
± 77.41

3348.40
±
3836.67
418.82
±
294.45
199.33
± 75.66

4.28 ±
3.39

5.42 ±
3.26

4.92 ±
6.93

5.01 ±
4.52

4.95 ±
2.23
267.12
±
147.52
7.58 ±
4.26
498.17
±
524.38
1.17 ±
0.87

8.76 ±
3.19

11.40 ±
6.09

7.17 ±
2.84

195.69
± 27.81

240.69
± 61.41

219.40
± 71.28

20.36 ±
6.27
490.22
±
1143.16
1.59 ±
0.70

34.04 ±
19.96
1393.84
±
4208.98
1.93 ±
1.02

43.33 ±
28.73
471.57
±
1138.18
1.59 ±
0.39

205.52
± 81.49

Table C.8 | Summary of QuBit quantifications for DNA concentrations of dust samples
including negative controls.

Browning Peninsula hut

Casey station

Wilkes station

Negative controls

Dust Sample
BP1
BP2
BP3
BP4
CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4
CS5
CS6
CS7
CS8
CS9
CS10
CS11
WKS1
WKS2
WKS3
WKS4
WKS5
WKS6
WKS7
WKS8
WKS9
WKS10
S26
S27
S28

DNA Concentration (ng/µL)
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.72
<0.5
0.57
0.59
0.83
<0.5
1.41
1.49
0.91
0.51
0.56
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.61
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.76
0.51
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